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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The SmartBar Actuator project, the scope of this report, focuses on reducing the cost and weight of the
device, which is owned by Stoneridge, Inc. A SmartBar actuator is a component located on a sway bar,
which is a stabilizing part that is commonly used to ensure that a vehicle remains level. This SmartBar
actuator is a device that allows the sway bar, now deemed a “SmartBar,” to separate into two freely
rotating halves so that offroading vehicles have the freedom to elect to engage or disengage this stabilizer
bar, that on rough terrain could cause the opposite effect to its original purpose. The project involves
changing materials for the magnet holder, planet carrier, and ring gear, as well as optimizing the assembly
design. The stakeholder requirements include ensuring a minimum lifetime, withstanding specified loads,
not deforming, remaining within the packaging envelope, being capable of tight manufacturing tolerances,
and reducing cost and weight. The contextual factors that are discussed encompass social and societal
impacts, ethical material sourcing, and sustainability. Deliverables include material recommendations,
topology optimizations, performance analysis, and cost evaluations.

The main challenges of this project were the team’s limited knowledge of Finite Element Analysis (FEA),
acquiring the accurate material property data, applying accurate constraints to the models, and estimating
manufacturing and sourcing costs. The team addressed these challenges through research and
collaboration with experts and resources throughout the University of Michigan.

The recommendations that the team has for material selection are shown in the table below, with least
expensive at the top to most expensive at the bottom, all still being cheaper than the original components.
The extensive cost analysis and comparison can be found in the engineering analysis portion of the report.

Table A: Material Recommendations Per Component

Ring Gear Magnet Holder Planet Carrier

Aluminum, 359.0, cast, T6 PTT (30% glass fiber) PA66/6 (30% glass fiber)

Aluminum, C355.0, permanent mold
cast, T6 PPA (60% glass fiber) PA66/6 (35% glass fiber)

Aluminum, 354.0, cast, T6 PPA (50% glass fiber, lubricated) PF (high strength glass fiber, molding)

Aluminum, 332.0, permanent mold
cast, T5

PTT (30% glass fiber, flame
retarded) PTT (30% glass fiber)

Aluminum, 333.0, permanent mold
cast, T6 PPA (50% long glass fiber) PA66/6 (33% glass fiber, lubricated)

The team came to these recommendations through refining material properties within a large database
called Granta EduPack. These properties were determined by load cases provided by Stoneridge as well
as component interactions that indicate limits for particular components. This process is described more in
detail in the engineering analysis section of this report. The team is confident in these recommendations
due to the extensive verification process through FEA static structural analysis, random vibration, and
hand calculations to name a few.

The team has completed the material selection process and has conducted topology optimization for the
planet carrier and the magnet holder. This has all been provided in the following report.
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ABSTRACT

The goals of this project are to reduce the cost and weight of the SmartBar actuator that is produced by
Stoneridge, Inc. The team accomplished these by changing the materials of three parts, the magnet holder,
planet carrier, and ring gear, as well as conducting topology optimization on them. The stakeholder
requirements are ensuring a minimum lifetime, remaining within the packaging envelope, being capable
of tight manufacturing tolerances, and reducing cost and weight. To verify that these were met, the team
conducted several Ansys analyses to produce data for lifetime parameters, shock and vibration load case
tests, linear fracture criterion, package envelope verification, cost, and weight. The team also considered
manufacturing methods and tooling when minimizing material costs. The deliverables are the material
recommendations and topology optimizations for the three parts, an associated analytical modeling tool
created with simulation software, and an evaluation of performance, manufacturability, and cost
considerations.

BACKGROUND

The system that the team is working on is the SmartBar actuator, which allows a sway bar to separate into
two halves so that they can rotate about their shared axis. The sponsor of this project, and the owner of the
design, is Stoneridge, Inc. Based out of Novi, MI, the company specializes in the design and
manufacturing of electronic vehicle components such as actuators, valves, sensors, switches, connectors,
camera systems, and infotainment. They then supply these products to several automotive, original
equipment manufacturers. Stoneridge’s main customer is Stellantis, so the Sway Bar actuator is on the
Jeep Rubicon, Jeep Grand Cherokee, Ram Power Wagon, and more [14].

“Sway bars, also known as anti-roll bars, roll bars, anti-sway bars, or stabilizer bars, are U-shaped
metallic pieces that are attached to the strut or control arm by each of the vehicle’s wheels” [58]. Their
purpose is to ensure that the tires, and therefore the vehicle itself, remain level and that the plane they
create is parallel to the ground. A sway bar does this by acting as a torsion spring and twisting its ends, as
shown in figure 1, so that when a wheel rises above the level plane, the bar compensates and returns to its
horizontal position. The figure below displays a moment just before the sway bar corrects itself. This
prevents tipping and improves traction control.

Figure 1. Sway bar preventing left wheel from rising above the other [67]

Sway bars are ideal for driving on even roads at high speeds. When driving over uneven ground, the
wheels must be able to simultaneously be at varying heights so that the body of the car and the driver do
not feel the shifting terrain [68]. This is why SmartBar actuators are included in vehicles that will be used
for off-roading because they have a need for further suspension capabilities. A normal sway bar is
displayed on the next page in figure 2a, and a SmartBar is displayed on the next page in figure 2b.
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(2a) [68] (2b) [14]

Figure 2. A sway bar is shown in blue in figure 2a (left) and two SmartBars are shown in
figure 2b (right). The silver systems in the middle of the SmartBars are the SmartBar

actuators. When installed in vehicles, the SmartBars will be in the same position that the
sway bar is displayed in.

The mechanical components of the SmartBar actuator that comprise the transmission are shown below in
figure 3, which is provided by Stoneridge.

Figure 3. Stoneridge’s SmartBar actuator components that comprise the transmission and
actuation mechanism. The drive nut moves within the window that the spring is visible
through and simultaneously compresses the spring. This spring force causes the plunger

to extend (in the direction of the arrow) [14].

The SmartBar actuator engages when a driver presses a designated button within their car, activating the
system’s motor. This motor then rotates its transmission and a drive screw (within the spring in figure 3),
which causes a drive nut to move linearly along the screw in the extension direction. By doing so, the nut
axially drives a spring and plunger outward (the left direction in figure 3), until they contact one of the
shaft collars and push it away from the other. When these collars are separate, they are no longer fixing
the sway bar halves in place. This allows the halves to rotate about their axis so that the wheels can move
vertically and reach different heights at the same time. This will be referred to as the “disengaged” or
“unlocked” position. The engaged and disengaged positions of the shaft collar are shown in figure 4 on
the next page. When the driver turns the Smart Bar off, the plunger retracts and the shaft collars reengage.
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(4a) [14] (4b) [14]

Figure 4. The left image shows the shaft collar in the engaged position, in which the
sway bar halves are fixed and cannot rotate about their axis. The right image shows the
disengaged position, in which the teeth are not meshed and the sway bar halves are
disconnected.

Due to the cyclic loading that they experience, the SmartBar actuator and its components are susceptible
to various failure modes. Therefore, the parts that the team is tasked with proposing material suggestions
for, the magnet holder, planet carrier, and ring gear, must meet the requirements specified in the
Requirements and Specifications section of the report. The three parts listed above are shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. The general positions of the magnet holder, planet carrier, and ring gear are
shown on a cross-section view of the SmartBar actuator [14]

In order to justify the alternative material proposals for these parts, their functions within the SmartBar
actuator must be described. The magnet holder, which functions as named, is fixed to and therefore
rotates with the drive shaft. Hall sensors, located around the outer diameter of the holder, signal to the
controller that the plunger has extended enough to decouple the shaft collar. They do so by detecting
changes in magnetic flux density when the magnets within the magnet holder pass them. The planetary
gears are rigidly attached to the planet carrier, which is fixed to the drive shaft similar to the magnet
holder. These gears are housed within the ring gear, and their teeth will be meshing.
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PROBLEM DEFINITION DEVELOPMENT

There are currently various other mechanisms for the engagement and disengagement of sway bars on the
market, but Stoneridge wishes to remain at the forefront. There have been no significant records of failure
related to the three parts within the material investigation scope. The motivation of this project is
therefore to increase the profitability of the SmartBar actuator. This system was first designed over 15
years ago, and the material of the magnet holder, planet carrier, and ring gear has remained a die cast Zinc
known as Zamak 5 [14]. This material application has not been researched or updated since its design, and
its acquisition from a different supplier makes it difficult to attain a cohesive reasoning for its use.

The team focused on defining the problem by assessing Stoneridge’s needs. This process consisted of
meeting with the project sponsor and the main design engineer of the SmartBar actuator to understand
Stoneridge’s primary goals. Through these conversations, the team determined that the main objective is
to decrease the manufacturing costs of the magnet holder (currently $0.67), planet carrier (currently
$0.32), and ring gear (currently $1.20) through material selection while maintaining, or improving, its
current functionality. After comparing the scope of this goal with the demands of MECHENG 450, the
team chose to expand the problem statement by looking for alternate assembly optimization ideas. The
team therefore refined the problem statement to be the following:

SmartBar actuators are used in offroading vehicles to disconnect two halves of a sway bar, allowing for
smoother driving over uneven terrain. Stoneridge is currently ahead of its competitors in minimizing the

cost and weight of its SmartBar actuator, but further reductions must be made in order to retain
customers. Therefore, topology optimization must be performed and the materials of the magnet holder,

planet carrier, and ring gear must be chosen while maintaining their original performance and sustaining
load cases experienced on the motor.

Compiling five to ten materials that meet the stakeholder’s requirements and reducing production costs of
the three scoped parts, as well as completing the associated deliverables, would result in success as
defined by Stoneridge. For the courses' metrics of success, the team must accomplish the following:
compiling the before mentioned material list through use of finite element analysis (FEA), creating a tool
that can be used for further material analysis, and both generating and conducting analysis on a chosen
design optimization.

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

Figure 6 on the following page showcases the team’s primary, secondary, and tertiary stakeholders
organized based on ecosystem map categories.
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Figure 6. Stakeholder Analysis Diagram

Primary Stakeholders
The primary stakeholders of this project include Stoneridge as a Beneficiary and Customer, because they
are the project sponsor whose problem the team is addressing. The team’s individual section course
instructor (Randy Schwemmin) and the MECHENG 450 course instructors are Allies. This is because
they are supporting the team through feedback and providing necessary resources. This team is also
considered a Complementary Organization/Ally since all members are invested in working together on
the problem for the project sponsor.

Secondary Stakeholders
Secondary stakeholders include Stellantis and American Axle Manufacturing (AAM) who are both
Beneficiaries and Customers of this project since they are both customers of the SmartBar systems.
Stellantis owns the cars that the SmartBar actuator system is used in, and AAM is the company that
assembles the SmartBar actuator with the two sway bar halves. Resource Providers include the librarian
Sarah Barbrow, who will be helping with material research, new material suppliers, and new part
manufacturers whom the team will be contacting to get cost estimates. Design Engineers who own the
three components that the team is working on, End-of-Line (EOL) Engineers, and Quality Engineers are
all Supporters and Beneficiaries of the Status Quo because introducing changes takes time for review and
inspection of the parts. Assembly workers of the SmartBar actuator are considered Affected or Influential
Bystanders because any changes that the team makes to the actuator will affect the assembly of the
actuator with the modified components.

Tertiary Stakeholders
Tertiary stakeholders mainly comprise individuals/groups that have no direct impact on the design process
or choices. Some tertiary stakeholders comprise of Opponents and Problem Makers, such as competitors
to the customers like GM and Ford, who benefit from Stoneridge having more expensive products.
Environmentalists also fall into this category because of the possible environmental implications that the
changes might impose. End users of the product are the drivers of the cars that the SmartBar system will
go into (drivers of Stellantis off-roading vehicles). They have no direct impact on the design process but
will benefit from a lower SmartBar actuator cost, making them Beneficiaries and Customers. Final
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assembly workers of the cars with SmartBars are Affected or Influential Bystanders since they may need
to handle the SmartBar system for installation. Noise, Vibration, and Harshness Engineers are considered
Supporters and Beneficiaries of the Status Quo since introducing changes consumes a lot of time for
additional review and inspection of the parts that are already meeting noise, vibration, and harshness
requirements.

Intellectual Property Agreement
The SmartBar actuator is owned and distributed by Stoneridge, so any material or design changes that the
team proposes will be its internal property. Any conducted research, generated concepts, conclusions,
deliverables, and resulting patents therefore do not belong to the team. The team willingly signed a formal
contract with Stoneridge to confirm agreement to this relationship.

BENCHMARKING

Information Sources
A large portion of the project is research and analysis-based. The primary sources that the team utilized
were designated Stoneridge contacts and the Stoneridge scholars who are students at the University of
Michigan. The team scheduled 30 minute meetings every other week or as needed with both of these
sources separately. Assumptions about component interfaces were verified by the relevant engineers
working on the system, and calculations were reviewed by both a Stoneridge scholar and Professor
Umbriac. The secondary sources included the instructional staff for MECHENG 450, professors of
courses within the problem scope, Sarah Barbrow, past Stoneridge MECHENG 450 group reports, and
any relevant articles or websites that the team found. In order to find FEA learning resources, the team
met with MECHENG 305’s Professor Huan, Professor Sienko, MECHENG 450 peer advisors, and CAEN
staff. The team also utilized the Ansys Learning Hub tutorials to create a continuous learning plan. When
beginning the material research stage, the team consulted Professor Love, a materials scientist who
specializes in polymeric materials. He suggested the use of the Ansys Granta EduPack Material tool, and
The team utilized this in addition to “Sources for Materials Information and Suppliers'' on the MechE
Capstone resource website [18] and any literature that discussed materials commonly used in the
automotive industry, which have been cited below.

Coupling and Decoupling System Benchmarking
When innovating and improving a design, it is important to take into account similar approaches to
accomplish the same functions. In this case, this was done by benchmarking the sponsor's SmartBar
actuator against other disengaging/engaging sway bar mechanisms. However, after extensively searching
and assessing other automotive designs it has become apparent that there are very few alternative
designs/competitors on the market with even less available information about their design and application.
To overcome this, the focus will be on other devices that can effectively engage and disengage two
components in any system, which does not necessarily have to be in an automotive application. By
generally describing the functionality of the product, the team is able to compare it to a wider variety of
products and are able to benchmark critical characteristics between them, as seen in the previous section
with the benchmarking approach. Table 1. presents key comparable features for each system.

The team noted the major specifications of each system for comparison. Separation Mechanism is
important for understanding the basic function of each system. Cost, Weight, and Lifetime were
categories that are important for understanding key features that make Stoneridge’s SmartBar system
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ahead or behind its competitors. It is also important for us to look into the materials that each system is
made of since the problem scope focuses on internal component materials. This information is useful to
observe if there are cheaper materials that make up one of the systems and can be used for further material
research. This benchmarking will be used to brainstorm alternate design ideas for optimizing the actuator
assembly.

Table 1: Benchmarking Coupling and Decoupling Systems

Gaps, denoted by “N/A” within the table above, exist in the research for coupling and decoupling system
benchmarking. This is because the information needed for comparison is not advertised by the distributing
companies and therefore not easily accessible. Benchmarking Table 1 contains gaps primarily in the cost,
weight, lifetime, and materials. Since this benchmarking will be primarily used for concept generation
purposes, exact values for these categories are not necessary.

The systems above were chosen because of their similar functionality, with the only difference being their
different application in a variety of vehicles. By benchmarking the different products the team hopes to
understand what aspects of their designs are more effective than others and take away from their
approaches ideas that could be incorporated into the general requirements, specifications, and later
concept generation. The greater notes and takeaways for each system are presented below.
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Coupling
and

Disconnect
Systems

SmartBar
Actuator

(Stoneridge)
[14]

Active Stabilizer
Bar System -

Rotary Actuator
(BWI Group) [7]

Autolynx Sway
Bar (Apex

Design USA)
[15]

Dodge Durango
Diaphragm
Clutch [37]

Solenoid Valve
[1]

Pneumatic
Cylinder [72]

Separation
Mechanism Motor is used to

move a drive
nut which

extends the
plunger

Uses a rotary
actuator and a

hydraulic pump
to energize two
solenoid valves

Turn of a knob
on the top of the

link
restricts/allows

vertical
movement of the

sway bar

Pressing a pedal
compresses a
spring, which

pushes pressure
plates off of a
flywheel and

removes
friction

Coils around
armature create
a magnetic field

that
extends/retracts

plunger

Inputs gas into a
chamber to

extend or retract
plunger by

exerting pressure
on an internal

plate

Cost $2941.67 $2300 $450 $359.10 $44.95 $185

Weight 20 lbs N/A N/A 36 lbs 1.44 lbs Varies on
Dimensions

Lifetime 10 Years or
15,000 cycles N/A N/A N/A N/A X Years or

~12*10^6 cycles

Materials Zinc Zamak 5,
Stainless Steel,

Bronze,
Aluminum

Alloy

Aluminum Vulcanized
rubber,

Steel, Carbon
Kevlar

Brass, Stainless
Steel,

Polypropylene

Piston Rod -
Chrome plated

steel
Tube material -

Aluminum



To elaborate more on the standard for comparison, Stoneridge’s SmartBar actuator is powered by an
electric motor and drives torque through a planetary drive train that later translates the rotational motion
into a radial load through the application of a drive nut on the drive shaft to extend a plunger that
engages/disengages the sway bar. The standout aspect of this design is its capability to effectively
translate from rotational to linear motion within such a tight packaging envelope.

  

Figure 7. Stoneridge’s SmartBar actuator [14]

The next competitor to Stoneridge’s Smart Bar is the Active Stabilizer Bar System from BWI Group
shown in figure 8 below, which also uses an actuator to rotate the two sway bar halves when activated [7].
This was included in the benchmark since it is the next closest sway bar disconnect mechanism to
Stoneridge’s design.

Figure 8. Active Stabilizer Bar System - Rotary Actuator (BWI Group) [7]

Another sway bar disconnect mechanism is the Autolynx Sway Bar, shown in figure 9 on the following
page, which is manually installed by the user at both ends of the sway bar, fixing it to the body or chassis
of the car [15]. The team included this system in the benchmarking because it provides an alternative way
to restrict and allow freedom of movement to the sway bar without the use of an actuator.
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Figure 9. Autolynx Sway Bar (Apex Design USA) [15]

The last three benchmarking systems are various locking and unlocking mechanisms that serve a similar
purpose as the plunger mechanism in the Smart Bar actuator. This was done to better understand the
functionality of the swaybar’s driving subsystems, and how the same goal has been achieved in different
circumstances. These alternative mechanisms are pictured in figures 10a, 10b, and 10c respectively.

10a. 10b. 10c.

Figure 10. Alternative disconnect/locking mechanisms. Pictured on the left (10a) is the Dodge Durango
Diaphragm Clutch [37], the Solenoid Valve (10b) [1], and a Pneumatic Cylinder on the right (10c) [28].

Material Benchmarking
The team also conducted benchmarking of materials that are currently used for the ring gear, planet
carrier, and magnet holder in Stoneridge’s SmartBar actuator with other materials that are commonly used
for gears and interfacing components. The current material used for the three components of focus is
Die-cast Zinc Zamak 5. This benchmarking will continue to grow as the team does more material research
and starts testing the different materials.
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The benchmarking categories are derived from the project requirements and specifications, specifically
the SmartBar’s performance throughout its lifetime so that it remains efficient and capable. With the
intent of both costing down and reducing weight, the cost and density of each material are included for
comparison. The remaining properties mentioned below are directly related to the performance of the
parts under their maximum loading conditions. These include the thermal expansion of the materials
during extreme temperature conditions as well as the lifetime due to the materials’ yield strengths and
hardnesses. Note that toughness was not included because its value decreases significantly as temperature
increases. Each of the material properties listed below implies an effect on the overall assembly
performance, and should not be overlooked throughout the material selection process.

Table 2: Benchmarking Materials
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Materials

Die Cast Zinc
Zamak 5
(Current
Material)

[3][4][11][17]

Polyoxymethylene
Homopolymer

(Delrin)
(POM-H) [5][12]

Nylon (type 6)
[7][10][13][14]

Phosphor Bronze
[1][2][9]

Polycarbonate (PC)
[48] [49] [50] [51]

[52]

Cost $4.03E-3 /cm³ $2.24E-3 /cm³ $0.55E-3 /cm³ $27.98E-3 /cm³ $3.36E-3 /cm³

Density 6.60 g/cm³ 1.41 g/cm³ 1.15 g/cm³ 8.80 g/cm³ 1.20 g/cm³

Stable
Temperature

Range
-40 to 369℃ -40 to 120℃ -40 to 93℃ -268 to 288℃ -40 to 137℃

Melting
Temperature 370 to 410℃ 172 to 184℃ 215℃ 880℃ 280 to 320℃

Common
Manufacturing

Methods

Hot Chamber
Die Casting,
Machining

CNC Machining,
3D Printing,

Injection Molding

Injection
Molding

Hot Forging, CNC
Machining, Casting,

3D Printing

Injection Molding,
3D Printing, CNC

Machining

Yield Strength 269 MPa 72 MPa 83 MPa 450 MPa 39–70 MPa

Ultimate Tensile
Strength 331 MPa 152 MPa 75 MPa 470 MPa 28–75 MPa

Brinell Hardness 91 BHN N/A* 100 BHN 110 BHN 80 BHN

Coefficient of
thermal expansion 2.74E-5 1/°C 8.46E-5 1/°C 6.30E-5 1/°C 1.78E-5 1/°C 6.66 E-5 1/°C

Raw Material
Source

Zinc-Lead
mines in China,

Southern
America. [16]

Synthetic, lab
produced. Delrin is
specific to DuPont.

[23]

Coal and
petroleum

formed into
fibers. [30]

Copper components
naturally found in

mines all throughout
the world. [16]

Condensation of
carbonic acid and

bisphenol - lab
made. [52]



Table 2 cont.

Material Polyetheretherket
one (PEEK) [31]

[53]

Polyethylene
Terephthalate (PET)

[63][54][51][45]

Mild Steel (AISI
1018) [58] [8]

[34]

Titanium [35]
[62] [64] [65]

[66]

6063 Aluminum
Alloy [29][32]

Cost
$0.12 /cm³ $1.10E-3 /cm³ $3.93E-3 /cm³ $3.47E-3 /cm³ $2.37E-3 /cm³

Density 1.28 g/cm³ 1.38 g/cm³ 7.86 g/cm³ 4.51 g/cm³ 2.69 g/cm³

Stable Temperature
Range N/A* to 250°C -60 to 130°C 310 to 400℃ 20 to 93℃ 300 to 410℃

Melting
Temperature

322 to 346℃ 267°C 1450°C 1660°C 660°C

Common
Manufacturing

Methods

Injection
Molding,
Additive

Manufacturing,
CNC machining

Injection Molding,
Extrusion, Blow

Molding,
Thermoforming, 3D

Printing

Forging,
Tempering,

Annealing, Case
Hardening

Step-growth
Polymerization,

CNC Machining,
3D Printing,

Injection Molding

CNC Machining,
Extrusion, Sand

Casting, Permanent
Mold Casting. Die

Casting

Yield Strength 91 MPa 40 MPa 370 MPa 1100 MPa 195MPa

Ultimate Tensile
Strength

70 to 103 MPa 150 MPa 400 to 550 MPa 1170 MPa 241 MPa

Brinell Hardness
210 to 240 BHN 20 BHN 120 BHN 70 BHN 95 BHN

Coefficient of
Thermal Expansion

5.00E-5 1/°C 7.02E-5 1/°C 1.20E-5 1/°C 0.86E-5 1/°C 2.34E-5 1/°C

Raw Material
Source

Lab created with
various organic

synthesis
methods. [8]

Lab made with PTA
and EG along with the
presence of a catalyst.

[54]

Made from
Carbon, Iron,
Manganese,

Phosphorus, and
Sulfur, found in

mines. [58]

Extracted using
the Kroll process

or Hunter
process, mining.

[11,35,65]

Aluminum (bauxite
mining) with

magnesium and
silicon components

(also found in
mines). [4,10]

*Gaps denoted by “N/A” above exist in the research due to certain materials being newer and
having less documented research regarding their material properties.

The materials in Table 2 are not the final recommendations, and they will serve to provide a baseline for
future material research. The team chose to benchmark a broad range of materials that are used for
various applications. Zinc Zamak 5 is the current material used for the ring gear, magnet holder, and
planet carrier, so it was used as a baseline for further comparisons. With the goal of investigating the
properties of a wide variety of materials, the team chose to benchmark different polymers which are
usually lower in cost, such as Homopolymer Acetal , Nylon, Polycarbonate, Polyetheretherketone, and
Polyethylene Terephthalate, as they are usually cheaper than metals. The team also considered metals,
such as Bronze, Steel, Titanium, and Aluminum to gain a better understanding of the feasibility of using
materials that are not as commonly used in the Automotive industry, or in the particular actuator system.
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REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Stoneridge asked us to reduce the cost and weight of the ring gear, planet carrier, and magnet holder
without impairing the functionality or packaging envelope of the individual parts and the overall product.
To translate this task into engineering terms, the team focused heavily on understanding the function of
each part, their interfacing components, and the final functionality of the assembled product. The team
communicated frequently with the sponsor to understand the current standard of quality and performance
for the SmartBar actuator. From this The team gathered quantifiable metrics of performance and tied them
together with the general requirements.

The ranking of importance of the requirements was based on the idea that the renovated product should
not be any less reliable, safe, or efficient than the current model. The current product’s capabilities
therefore need to be replicated or improved in the new/modified design by altering the components of
interest. This was emphasized to us by both the sponsor as well as the ME 450 mentor, Randy
Schwemmin. All of the requirements are defined and ensure a cheaper and lighter product with the same
or improved standard of quality.

After working closely with both the project sponsor and mentor, Table 3, shown below, was made to rank
the requirements from most to least important. It also describes the specifications and justifications behind
each requirement. It is important to note that requirements ranked 1-3 are the “must haves”, or needs, in
the project. Simply put, the team should not jeopardize the reliability and/or performance of the product in
order to achieve the deliverables. The “nice to haves”, or wants, are requirements 4-6, ranked with 4
having the highest priority of the three. Requirements 4 and 5 are the overall goals of the project, but
failure to achieve them will not intrinsically impact the functionality of the SmartBar actuator. All of the
numerical values in Table 3 were either provided by Stoneridge or calculated using the results from the
FEA and material research.

Table 3: Requirements and Specifications
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Rank Requirements Specifications Justification

1 Has a long
lifetime before

failure

- Withstands > 15,000 shift cycles*
- Lasts > 10 years

Components must be reliable over an extensive
time period (values specified by the sponsor) to

ensure customer safety and satisfaction.

1.1
Withstands
shock and

vibration load
cases

- Withstands >135N +/- 15N axial
load on plunger

- Withstands > 60 shocks (11 ms
shocks of 500 m/s^2)

- Withstands given vibrational load**
- Safety Factor > 1.7

Components must not fail in different
environments and load cases (values specified by
the sponsor) to ensure the quality of the product

is preserved or improved.

1.2 Each part does
not fracture

- Ultimate Tensile Strength
> XX Pa

Components must not fracture while under their
normal use conditions (implied from

Requirement 1).



Table 3 cont.

* A cycle is defined as both the extension (disengagement of shaft collars) and retraction
(engagement of shaft collars) of the plunger
** Power-spectral-density (PSD) loading data is located in Appendix D
*** The hardness specification only applies to the ring gear, as the range is that of the planetary
gears’ hardness
*’ The Young’s Modulus only applies to the planet carrier and magnet holder, as they must remain
rigid for this application
*’’ This requirement was relaxed when brainstorming potential assembly optimizations
**’ These requirements, unlike the prior ones, are wants rather than needs for functionality
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Rank Requirements Specifications Justification

1.3

Each part does not
deform

Coefficient of thermal expansion:
Magnet Holder < 9.318 µstrain/°C
Planet Carrier < 16.46 µstrain/°C

Ring Gear < 25.74 µstrain/°C
Yield strength:

Magnet holder > 62.33 MPa
Planet carrier > 29.98 MPa

Ring gear > 35.72 MPa
112 HV < Hardness < 178 HV***

Young’s Modulus > 1 GPa*’

The components’ resistances to deformation are
imperative to their functionalities. The coefficients

of thermal expansion were found through first
principle calculations, and the yield strengths were
found through Ansys and Von Mises. The hardness

range was defined in relation to hardness of the
planetary gears. The Young’s Modulus requirements
was defined as the threshold between soft and hard

polymers [98].

1.3.1 Operates within
robust

environment
temperature ranges

Does not seize/fail when operated
between -40℃ to 105℃

Components must be optimized for functionality
under extreme temperature conditions (values

specified by the sponsor) to ensure that variable
weather does not cause failure.

2 Fits within
specified
packaging

envelope*’’

Dimensions must be same as given in
current drawings

Components must fit within their packaging
envelope of current component design (values
specified by the sponsor) to ensure that other

functionalities within the assembly are not affected.

3 Manufacturing
method of each

part is capable of
tight tolerancing

Tolerance ≤ +/- 0.001” for ring gear and
planetary carrier

Tolerance ≤ +/- 0.002” for magnet holder

Tolerance must be the same or tighter than listed in
part drawings (values specified by sponsor CAD

drawings).

4
Reduce Cost**’

< $0.67 for Magnet Holder
< $0.32 for Planet Carrier

< $1.20 for Ring Gear

New components should be cheaper than current
components to ensure that Stoneridge remains ahead
of its competitors (values specified by the sponsor).

5

Reduce Weight**’
≤ 36.01g for Magnet Holder
≤ 16.40g for Planet Carrier

≤ 86.37g for Ring Gear

New components should be lighter than, or the same
as, current components because weight can be

directly tied to cost (values specified by the
sponsor).

6 Materials should
be ethically

sourced

Achieve Fairtrade Standards or meet
equivalent requirements laid out by

Fairtrade. [25]

Components or design changes should not include
materials or require practices that have negative

social or environmental implications.



As further analyses and ideas were explored between DR 2 and DR 3, Table 3 was amended. Requirement
1.2, the grayed out column, is no longer in consideration due to its overlap with the yield strength
specification of requirement 1.3. None of the components can yield if they are to function as required, so
the minimum yield strength will intrinsically account for the minimum ultimate tensile strength. The
specification value was therefore not specified. It is also worth noting that requirement 1 will be verified
by Stoneridge. This is discussed further in the Verification and Validation Plans section.

Specification Assessment Plans and Challenges

Some difficulties that the team encountered when assessing the engineering specifications included
researching accurate material property values and estimating manufacturing and sourcing costs. The team
also had numerous knowledge gaps for FEA due to inexperience. While conducting the analyses, the team
needed to simultaneously learn the Ansys software, request technical assistance if stuck on a problem, and
refresh knowledge on material behavior. The team also had challenges when looking for material property
values to compare with the specifications, especially for materials that are newer and have less associated
documentation. This required extensive research, and the team eventually began using the Ansys Granta
EduPack instead of sourcing information from various databases. When estimating the costs of
manufacturing and sourcing materials, the two main challenges were compiling a realistic estimation of
costs and communicating with suppliers, as they had little to no incentive to give us information in a
timely manner. The team therefore conducted research on various manufacturing methods for this task,
and the results are discussed further in the Cost Analysis subsection. Despite these challenges, the team
found the specification values for coefficient of thermal expansion, minimum yield strength, hardness,
and minimum Young’s Modulus. Some of the specifications involved calculations that required review
and use of past theory, and these are discussed in the Engineering Analysis section.

ENGINEERING DESIGN STANDARDS

Table 4. Relevant Standards

Standard Standard Description Relevance

ISO 1328-1:2013 [2] Sets flank tolerance definitions for
cylindrical gear teeth

The team is changing the manufacturing
methods for the ring gear.

SAE J1950 [2] Guidelines for corrosion testing for
ground vehicles

Components in the system must not corrode
before a lifetime requirement of >10 years.

ISO 6336-5 [5] Calculation of Load Capacity of Spur and
Helical Gears - Part 5: Strength and

Quality of Materials

The team will need to calculate the load on the
gears to use for stress analysis.

AGMA 2000-A88 [12] Gear Classification, Materials, and
Measuring Methods for Unassembled

Gears

The team will need to evaluate the heat
treatments, materials, and hardness ranges for

the generated designs.

ANSI/AGMA 6123-A06
[12]

Design Manual For Enclosed Epicyclic
Gear Drives

Components the team is optimizing are part of a
planetary gear train and must follow standards

for manufacturing, assembly, thermal rating etc.

ISO 10825 [2] Gears – Wear and damage to gear teeth –
Part 1: Nomenclature and characteristics

The team must consider the ways that the
components might fail
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Table 4 on the previous page presents the engineering standards that are relevant to the project. These
standards will be important for us to follow to ensure the designs are safe and are of high quality. These
standards are chosen with relevance to the primary design requirements. They address the rules that the
team must follow for material selection, gear characteristics, and manufacturing of the components.

DESIGN PROCESS

Design Process Structure
To fulfill the needs of the project sponsor and meet the requirements for the design, the team will follow a
structured design process. The major phases of the design process will include Problem Definition
Development, Requirements and Specifications Development, Concept Exploration and Material
Research, Solution Development and Verification, and Final Solution Proposal. These phases are
presented in figure 11.

Figure 11. Model of the design process phases.

The team has followed the model above and is finalizing the solution proposal for the project. Concept
Exploration was thoroughly explored as to find alternative methods to reduce both weight and cost of the
components assigned. Approaches for concept exploration include brainstorming, functional
decomposition, and concept screening. Material research will take place at the same time to ensure that
Stoneridge’s primary objective, to receive alternative materials for the three given components, is met.
More behind the design exploration process and results can be found in the Project Scope Expansion
section. Solution Development and Verification focused on ensuring that the designs meet all the design
requirements, including manufacturing and cost reduction assessments. The team used simulation
software (Ansys) to perform FEA on three cases: the current baseline system with its original geometry
and materials, a system with the original geometry and new selected materials, and a system with the
optimized geometry and the new selected materials. This will be done to compare the performance of the
altered systems to that of the baseline. The final step of the design process will be the Final Solution
Proposal, in which the team will give options of materials for both the original and structurally optimized
(topology) geometries of the ring gear, magnet holder, and planet carrier.

The design process follows the ME 450 Capstone Design Process Framework (in figure 12 below), with
emphasis on Problem Definition, Concept Exploration, and Solution Development and Verification since
the Need Identification and Realization are out of scope for this class [18].
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Figure 12. ME 450 Capstone Design Process Framework [18]

The design process differs slightly from the ME 450 Framework because Concept Exploration and
Material Research fall into the same stage of the process. This is because the SmartBar project focuses
heavily on material research for the three components of focus, which is why the team combined the
research with concept exploration activities to stay on track with the course milestones.

Due to the nature of the project, the team’s design process references Blessing’s model from the Models
of Designing, Wynn and Clarkson text. This model represents a cyclical, activities-based approach which
closely aligns with the team’s chosen design process. This is because the team will conduct the same
analysis process on many different materials in order to iteratively test [73]. Figure 13 (a) presents a
diagram of this model from Wynn and Clarkson text [73]. It will include finding the cost and
manufacturing methods for each material. These will be repetitive activities that the team will complete in
the Solution Development and Verification phase. The team’s design process also references Cross’s
Model (Figure 13 (b)) because it includes feedback from the Generation and Evaluation phases. This is
included in the team’s model using cyclic arrows between the Concept Exploration and Material Research
and Solution Development and Verification phases [73]. The team experienced these phases to be highly
iterative which is why there are cyclic arrows.

(13a) (13b)
Figure 13: Figure 13a (left) is from the Wynn and Clarkson text and depicts a

stage-based repetitive activity model. Figure 13b (right) is a diagram of Cross’s Model
from the Wynn and Clarkson text, which also addresses the nonlinear design process and

cyclic nature of the generation and evaluation phases [73].
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The design process differs slightly from Blessing’s model, as not all of the stages have a set of repetitive
activities that the team must complete, such as the Problem Definition Development phase. This is
represented in the model (Figure 11) which has cyclical arrows for the Concept Exploration and Material
Research and the Solution Development and Verification phases. The design process aligns closely with
Cross’s model [73]. The Wynn and Clarkson text explains that exploration consists of defining the
problem, while generation includes concept exploration, and evaluation consists of testing the concepts
[73]. This is very similar to the design outlined in figure 13b. The team’s process only differs because
there is an individual stage for Requirements and Specifications.

DESIGN CONTEXT

Throughout the design process, it is important to assess and understand the contexts in which the solution
will be implemented and whom it will affect. A previous section of the report discussed stakeholders and
the impacts that this project will have on them and the effect they will have on the project.

The social and societal incentives for this project are complicated because the end users will not be
directly interacting with the end product. At a large scale, however, if the team is able to reduce the cost
of the SmartBar actuator by a significant amount, Stoneridge may be able to sell their components at a
lower price. This could then result in Stellantis selling the cars at a more affordable price.

The largest social impact the team has identified so far is the sourcing of the materials that will be chosen
to go into production. The project sponsor has outlined that the goal of this modification is to reduce cost
of production, and did not address social impact, so it is clear that the priorities lie with reducing cost.
This means that the team must take into account if the materials are sourced ethically and what the costs
are of producing with other materials that aren’t just monetary. For example, the current material used is
die cast Zinc Zamak 5. “Several studies regarding environmental and health risks in connection to Zinc
mining in China have been published [that discuss natural] lead-Zinc mines, not only Zinc mines. They
conclude that Zinc, lead and cadmium are released into the surrounding environment, polluting soil and
crops, thus posing health risks to humans [including illnesses like] ‘metal fume fever’[16].” When
exploring alternatives to the current material, it is vital to understand the source of these components. It is
unclear where the zinc used in current production comes from directly, but when recommending a
material this ethical dilemma will be heavily taken into consideration, with the intention of sourcing
materials from safe and ethical environments.

In terms of sustainability, it is important to understand the lifetime of this equipment. The SmartBar is
required to last for 10 years, so it is not a part that should need to be replaced or have any single use
components. In the material exploration, the team will look into how each material is disposed of at end
of life (e.g. recyclability) and what that associated cost would be. The system itself, when used, does not
emit pollutants or consume any resources besides electricity. The production of the components
depending on the manufacturing processes could, however. The team will explore sustainable options in
materials, from sourcing to end of life, but it is uncertain whether those solutions will be entertained. The
personal ethics of the team align on wanting to think sustainably and use this opportunity of selecting a
material and optimizing the assembly to do so in a way that would positively impact the world.
Unfortunately, this brings us into an ethical dilemma along with an issue in the power dynamic between
us, the class expectations, and Stoneridge’s goals. The majority of for-profit companies would select the
best performing assembly and material that is the cheapest no matter the impact. This does not align with
the team’s ethical values, however due to the distribution of power within the circumstances, the team will
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not be the ultimate decision makers in this scenario. An aspect that may be a further point to explore in
order to incentivize alignment of ethical decisions and fiscally responsible ones could be the potential of
government subsidies or tax write offs that may be available to Stoneridge should they choose this path.

The University of Michigan - College of Mechanical Engineering has a curriculum that a student must
undergo in order to be awarded with a degree, which makes a degree from this program quite valuable. A
part of this is the rigor of curriculum within each course, especially within design based classes with such
an open ended scope. In this class, the team has a sponsor with certain expectations that must be met, and
they would like the problem solved as specified. Stoneridge also owns all of the intellectual property that
may be created in this project. The course instructors, however, would like us to broaden the scope in
order to undergo the full design process required to pass this course. This disconnect and both parties
having power over the team is important to acknowledge. The team has already begun working with the
instructors to help mitigate this disparity.

MATERIAL SELECTION

Concept Generation
Additional materials need to be researched to determine materials to test on Ansys. The team planned to
determine these materials by first analyzing the first iteration benchmarking in Table 2. This table is a list
of common materials used in automotive and actuator applications. The team planned to observe the top
priority requirements and find materials that are comparable or are better for meeting the requirements
compared to Zinc Zamak 5. For example, pure titanium has a stable temperature range of 20 to 93°C,
which does not meet Requirement 1.3.1 (refer to Table 3). The team will therefore not focus any further
research on titanium and ensure that future possible material alternatives strictly comply with the
specifications relative to their requirements. However, titanium alloys are still under consideration, as
they have varying stable temperature ranges. A similar approach was planned to be taken for the other
currently benchmarked materials and their material properties. The team initially planned to consider this
method to be the first filter (Filter 1) for converging the concept generation. The flow chart with these
steps are presented in figure 14. Table 5 below is a tool that the team created to more efficiently
benchmark the applicability of alternative materials with Zinc Zamak 5 by using material characteristics
that can be easily researched from available literature online. Thus it makes the approach of
filtering/iterating through hundreds of materials more feasible.

Figure 14 on the following page presents a comprehensive overview of the initially planned process
described for concept generation and concept selection.
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Figure 14. This figure comprises the concept generation and selection plan that the team
will take to select materials for testing. Filter 1 uses the requirements listed in Table 5.
Filter 2 uses Ansys to determine the rest of the requirements (presented in Table 6) and
will further narrow down the best materials which the team will present to Stoneridge.

Table 5. Filter 1 - Material Characteristics

Material
Characteristic

Conjoined
Requirement

Justification

Yield Strength Requirement #1.1
& Requirement #1.3

Yield Strength is very influential in the behavior of the
components under varying loads. Since load cases will be
constant in all analyses, the impact of this property will be

comparable with alternatives.

Coefficient of
Thermal

Expansion

Requirement #1.3 The coefficient of thermal expansion is a quantitative value
that can be directly compared to other alternatives given

that the tolerances for temperature are constant for all
thermal analyses.

Stable
Temperature

Range

Requirement #1.3.1 Ensuring that the material is stable within the tolerances
provided by the sponsor is a simple way of understanding

where it stands against their alternatives.

Cost Requirement #4 Raw material sourcing is one of the main contributors to
final part cost. Therefore, it will heavily influence the

outcome of fulfilling the requirement. It is a quantitative
value that can be directly compared to alternatives.

Density Requirement #5 Density of the material is the only factor that will dictate the
outcome of fulfilling the requirement. This is due to

geometries being constrained in the problem scope of
material selection. The direct relationship allows for simple

comparison of alternatives.
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Concept Selection Process
The team planned to continue to iterate the concept generation process until a list of ten or more
alternative materials meet all or the majority of the requirements. These remaining requirements will be
determined from the Ansys simulation testing and are shown in table 6. This table serves as the tool for
Filter 2 presented in the concept generation and selection diagram in figure 14.

Table 6. Filter 2 - Testing Approach for Requirements

Requirement # Testing Approach

1 Ansys Analysis: Static Analysis

1.1 Ansys Analysis: Shock and Vibration Load Case Tests

1.3.1 Ansys Analysis: Steady-State Thermal Analysis at max/min operating temperatures

2 Ansys Analysis - CAD Simulation will validate packaging envelopes

3 Limited quantity trial run from manufacturer for capability and tolerancing
assessment

4 Ansys Analysis: Cost analysis for each component

5 Ansys Analysis: CAD Simulation will define weight of each part

6 Analysis of ethical sourcing methods to ensure Achieve Fairtrade Standards are met

Given the nature of the problem scope and deliverables, the engineering analysis is heavily intertwined
with the concept selection process. This is because some of the requirements were derived from Ansys
simulation test results as shown from the testing approaches in Table 6. Further details on the concept
selection process that the team used is detailed below.

To most accurately define the performance of the materials within the defined geometries of the given
parts, FEA (Finite Element Analysis) was performed with Ansys software. This enabled the team to apply
specific and realistic constraints onto the parts with their relative loading conditions acting on them from
their interfacing parts. The Ring Gear, Planetary Gear Carrier, and Magnet Holder had several FEA
Analyses conducted on them to benchmark the performances of the suggested material alternatives as
listed in Table 2. After obtaining the final specification values from FEA, the team conducted a cost
analysis. A pugh chart was then used as the method to compare these final requirements, in addition to the
rest of the already defined requirements.

The Material Concept Generation and Concept Selection Process described above were the initial plans
for finding a top list of materials. After researching material selection tools, the team discovered the
Granta EduPack Material Selection tool. This tool was used to filter the list of materials to a list of 10-20
top applicable materials for the magnet holder, planet carrier, and ring gear. As previously mentioned, the
concept generation process and engineering analysis phases in the project greatly overlapped. A more
extensive discussion of the Granta EduPack tool that was used for the material selection process is
described under the Engineering Analysis section for Material Selection Using Granta EduPack Material
Filtering Tool.
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PROJECT SCOPE EXPANSION

Concept Generation
In order to promote a productive brainstorming session, the team first individually came up with 20 ideas
each and brought them to the team meeting. As a team, methods like design heuristics and morphological
charts with functional decomposition were used to provoke more creative ideas. The team will highlight
the collaboration on these methods, but the individual documentation of the concept generation can be
seen in the Individual Concept Generation section of the Appendix. A large emphasis was placed on the
subfunctions of the actuator, addressing these with each concept generation method used. This actuator
has many, but the key subfunctions were the ability to detect whether the collars are engaged or not, if
there was a safety feature that would lock when no power was connected, and if it succeeds in permitting
free rotation between the two halves when the collars are in an unlocked position. When the team came
together to combine the ideas and begin to come up with more, the ideas generated were classified into
addressing one or more of those subfunctions. There was also a star assigned to the concepts that
addressed material selection as well, as that is something the problem statement calls for in addition to the
design concepts.

The first method the team used to generate concepts was a morphological chart, shown in Table 7 below.
As taught in the course learning blocks, “the morphological chart is a method to generate ideas in an
analytical and systematic manner [where] various functions and sub-functions of a product can be
established (or "decomposed") through a function analysis” [90]. Below shows one morphological chart
with functions of the magnet holder being the main analysis point.

Table 7. Morphological Decomposition Chart

Sub-
functions

Works with the hall
sensor to track

rotational movement of
the components.

Rotates with the drive
screw

Must withstand vibration
and shock loads, and

torque load from the drive
screw

1 Proximity sensor for the
drive nut

Merge drive screw with
magnet holder

Shock absorbing (rubber)
coating on the magnet holder

2 Limit switch connected
to magnet holder

Shrink fitting between drive
screw and magnet holder

interface

High yield strength material

3 Use a motor with an
encoder

Ket fitting between drive
screw and magnet holder

Lubricant for smooth torque
transfer

4 String potentiometer to
measure linear

translation distance

Dovetail joints Add additional bearing and
and bushing that will

withstand the axial and
torsional loads from the

drive screw

5 Pressure sensor
connected to the spring

Threaded connections Add additional
reinforcements (brackets) for

stability
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The next method the team want to highlight is design heuristics, which is “an idea generation technique
[that] allows us to capture unique information about strategy use that has not been captured

in previous prescriptive approaches to idea generation” [77]. This approach provides a list of 77 different
prompts that make the designer think about the problem and solution from a different perspective. One of
the design heuristics that inspired new concepts was number 63, substitute way of achieving function.
From that heuristic, the team was able to come up with over 8 different sensor ideas like proximity
sensors, encoders, linear actuators, as well as different mechanical aspects like a lock or braking system to
stop the gear train that can be unlocked with a force like a seat belt. Another heuristic The team used was
to 20, change the geometry of the system, sparking one of the most promising ideas: exploring topology.
This topic is discussed further later in the following subsection, Topology Optimization. A diagram of all
the concepts generated using the design heuristics methods is presented in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Using design heuristics, the team was able to use divergent thinking to
generate a wide variety of unique contacts.

Topology Optimization
Topology optimization is the altering of the distribution of material within a defined domain or
component, while still considering loads, constraints, boundary conditions, and manufacturing as well as
reducing cost [84]. The team’s goal will be to balance the decrease in material costs with the potential
increase of manufacturing and tooling costs. This can be done through mathematical models and
algorithms on various software, but the team has decided to use Ansys. An example of what topology
optimization could look like on an arbitrary gear is shown on the following page in figure 16.
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Figure 16. An example of topology optimization in which material is removed from
non-crucial areas of a gear. Crucial features, such as the teeth and shaft hole, remain. [85]

Concept Selection Process
Once the generated concepts were compiled, the team narrowed them down using concept screening,
evaluation, and selection. The team first utilized concept screening by applying a series of filters to the
preliminary 160 ideas in order to organize them. The first of these was a “gut check”, which involved
removing concepts that would obviously not work due to reasons such as not being technically feasible or
not aligning with the project requirements [18]. This removed around 100 of the generated concepts. The
team then examined the remaining ideas and combined ones that had similar methods of action, which left
around 12 concepts remaining and is shown in the Individual Concept Generation section of the
Appendix. The team then conducted concept evaluation, in which the remaining solutions were examined
in relation to the design requirements. The main requirements considered were the impacts on the lifetime
and current SmartBar packaging envelope and design, as a change to any encasing components would
likely mean that several other parts would require alterations. Using these methods, the team decided on
the four best concepts to move forward with into concept selection.

Some of the reasoning included that topology optimization will reduce weight and keep the parts within
their current envelopes. It is a definitive route to reducing weight, while causing the least impact on the
rest of the assembly. The team also chose replacing the hall sensor and current gear train as options
because they allow for further concept generation, remove several components, and could reduce the
system cost and weight. The team thought that merging components would decrease cost by combining
manufacturing processes. It is worth noting that the team’s first concept idea when the project was
assigned was using topology optimization due to a member’s individual research. This concept was not
fixated on, but it remained an option throughout the concept selection process, as it aligned closely with
the project requirements. This is proven by the following discussion.

The team utilized a Pugh chart, Table 8 below, in order to compare the four design optimization concepts
against each other. Each concept was given a score of -1, 0, or 1, with 0 corresponding to a neutral impact
on the criteria and -1 and 1 corresponding to a negative and positive impact. The criteria is derived
specifically from the requirements and specifications, Table 3 above, and the rows with no relevant
scoring information are grayed out. Further information on the concepts below are included in the Pugh
Chart 2 Concepts section in Appendix A.

The sub-requirements of the “Has a long lifetime before failure” requirement were lumped into the parent
for simplicity. The weighting for the criteria was decided using team discussion and the existing
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requirement and specification rankings. Requirements for the operation of the device were ranked the
highest, as they are necessary for both the course’s and sponsor’s scopes. Reducing cost and fitting within
the packaging envelope are desired but not fully necessary, so they were given a slightly lower weight.
The Stoneridge sponsor emphasized reducing cost over weight, tolerancing of the scoped components is
not crucial, and ethical material sourcing is not fully up to the team’s discretion, as discussed in the
Design Context section. Therefore, these criteria were ranked the lowest for concept selection. As seen
from the chart, topology optimization had the most total points, so the team decided to move forward with
it as a design optimization. However, in order to complete the concept development steps that are required
for the scope of the course, the team also decided to move forward with replacing the hall-effect sensor as
a second design optimization.

Table 8. Pugh Chart for Preliminary, Broad Design Optimization

Updated Requirements and Specifications
The requirements and specifications for the topology optimization concept will remain the same as the
original list in the Requirements and Specifications section. This is because the components will be
functionally the same, so they will align closely with the material selection requirements. However, the
requirements and specifications table for specifically the sensor selection will include the additional rows
shown on the following page in table 9. This updated list, in addition to the original, was used in the
process described in the next section to both generate and select relevant sensor replacement options.
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Table 9. Sensor Specific Requirements and Specifications

The requirements ranked 1 and 2 are system functions that must be accomplished despite any sensor
changes. Requirement 3 is a need that must be met in order to not disturb other components within the
system. Accuracy and precision are the lowest priority because the system could still function without
them, but they are necessary for proper functioning. The specification values in Table 9 that are depicted
as XX’s will not be filled, as these added requirements are only for sensor selection, and they will not be
considered going forward. Having a failsafe in case of loss of power was also considered as a sensor
specific requirement, but there is already a secondary failsafe sensor that mechanically detects when the
ring gear spring is in its engaged and disengaged positions.

REPLACING HALL EFFECT SENSOR

Concept Generation
The first Pugh chart concluded that in order to expand the project scope The team should explore
topology or replace the hall effect sensor. In order to understand what the options were for replacing the
hall sensor, as that is a broad design change, the team repeated a very similar process as the scope
expansion concept generation in order to come up with more specific ideas of how The team could
achieve a similar result with a different mechanism. For this concept generation, The team used mainly
functional decomposition and determined the necessary functionality of the hall sensor (current design).
These criteria are shown below in Table 10.
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Ranks Requirements Specifications Justification

1 Collar can be
engaged and
disengaged

Extends and retracts the
plunger XX mm +/- XX mm

Plunger should still be capable of accurate
extension and retraction parameters to

ensure the repeatability and reliability of the
SmartBar is preserved or improved.

2 Switching
mechanism sets

motor constraints
at retracted and

extended plunger
positions

- Extension - Motor shaft
rotates XX times CCW

- Retraction - motor shaft
rotates XX times CW

To accurately displace the collars, motor
parameters must be defined and applied in a

repeatable way.

3 Wires/sensor
components must
not obstruct the
functionality of

other parts

- Wiring < XX m in length
- Wiring < XX m in diameter

The component must remain within its
specified packaging envelope to ensure that
there are minimal failure modes/altercations

between sub-assemblies.

4
Accurate - Accuracy error of 0.5% [78]

Must have a small margin of error to ensure
that the plunger is consistently within its

specified parameters.

5
Precise - ± 1 mT [78]

Precision is extremely important to ensure
repeatability in the system, acting as a

preventative for possible failures in function.



Concept Selection Process
This concept generation process resulted in fewer concepts than the previous due to the more limited
scope. Therefore, the team only needed to combine similar ideas in order to narrow down the selection.
The resulting concepts are shown below in the sensor-specific Pugh chart, Table 10. The scoring scheme
is similar to the preliminary Pugh chart above, but the -3 through 3 values were based on a comparison to
actual values of a hall-effect sensor. Real values were also found for the five sensor concepts, but they
were translated to the stated scoring scale in order to compare. A 0 corresponds to a similar criteria value,
more negative corresponds to a less optimal value, and more positive corresponds to a more optimal
value. The hall sensor’s total score is 0 and sets the baseline for all other sensors. The criteria are derived
from a combination of the original and sensor-specific requirements and specifications, and the rows with
no relevant scoring information are, once again, grayed out. The green criteria are the sensor-specific
requirements mentioned previously in Table 9. The relative weights for the additional sensor specific
criteria were decided using team discussion and the ranking reasoning within the Updated Requirements
and Specifications subsection of the Project Scope Expansion section. More detail on the concepts below
can be found in Appendix B.

Table 10. Pugh Chart for Sensor Selection
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The most critical criteria were a long lifetime and safety, so these played a larger role in the scoring of the
Pugh chart. As shown in Table 10 above, the hall-sensor clearly has the highest total score, as the other
five concepts have very negative values. The team felt that the Pugh chart was comprehensive of all of the
necessary design elements, so the hall sensor will be used rather than a replacement. Therefore, the only
design optimization that the team will pursue is topology optimization.

Topology Optimization Alpha Solution
The analysis that must be done for topology optimization is running a software algorithm on the magnet
holder, planet carrier, and ring gear with both their original material and the final chosen 5-10 proposed
materials. The team used SolidWorks for the preliminary iteration due to its simplified FEA interface and
each member’s familiarity with it, but Ansys will be used for all future iterations. This involved applying
various arbitrary loads and constraints to a part, the planet carrier in this case, as The team do not
currently have the exact load values that will be applied for the final analyses. Equal, arbitrary loads were
applied radially, in the clockwise direction, to the three planetary gear holes. The team then applied an
arbitrary torque to the center shaft hole and set each hole as a critical geometry. The team used these
arbitrary constraints in order to gauge general behavior in specific areas to have a better idea of expected
failure modes. This first iteration is shown below in figure 17. The middle and right planet carriers have
had a 25% mass reduction applied to them, and the right has had an additional color scale applied to
indicate which material is alright to remove.

Figure 17. The original, unedited planet carrier is shown on the left, the planet carrier
with a 25% mass reduction is shown in the middle, and the middle carrier is shown on the

right with colors indicating which material is necessary to keep. Yellow indicates the
material that must remain, and blue indicates material that could be removed while

maintaining original functionality.

Topology optimization only involves removal of material, so the layout of the magnet holder, planet
carrier, and ring gear within their subsystems will not differ.

The team chose this concept due to moderate sponsor influence to not make large design changes as well
as the time constraints of the course. However, this selection was supported by use of a Pugh chart, so it is
the optimal solution for the team to pursue in this context. It is also worth noting that no numbers during
material selection were fudged or inaccurate, and the analyses were conducted with integrity. The selected
concept of topology optimization is defined in a similar manner as the material selection project
component, and the optimized parts will be analyzed using FEA accordingly.
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ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

All of the following engineering analyses were performed in order to conduct accurate simulations with
appropriate forces and constraints. The first portion defined the baseline yield strength for each of the
components’s materials through applying calculated loads The second portion then used FEA to confirm
each material's performance. This was completed with the goal of providing to Stoneridge a list of
materials that meet all of the requirements and specifications but that also have a reduction in cost and
weight.

Material Selection Alpha Solution
As this project has seemingly two paths of discovery, the first FEA iteration is also the alpha solution
when it comes to the material selection. Based on this first iteration the team was able to collect excellent
insight into failure modes of the components and which characteristics The team can set limits to produce
a more refined list of potential alternative materials.

Material Selection Using Granta EduPack Material Filtering Tool
The team chose to use the Granta EduPack material database in order to filter through 1930 metals and
974 polymers to find potential alternative materials. This software was used in the MECHENG 450
course curriculum, so the team had familiarity with the interface and was able to quickly learn to filter
through this database, deriving the requirements from the information the team collected from the alpha
solution. This source for material information is trusted not only because this resource was used in
MECHENG 450, but also because Granta EduPack is a software company owned by Ansys. Ansys is a
highly trusted company when it comes to simulation software and widely used by companies across the
world and is constantly updated, so the team knows that the sourcing of the information within the
database is consistent and comparable throughout different materials.

Table 11: Material Selection Requirements for Granta EduPack

Property Value Justification

Magnetic Type Non-magnetic Hall sensors transduce magnetic fields,
and having ferrous materials may cause
interference to this system’s accuracy

Density (max) 6749.99 kg/m³ ≤ Current Zinc Zamak 5 component
density, assuming no volume change

Service Temp. Range -40°C to 105°C From Stoneridge’s provided specifications

Manufacturing
process

Polymers: Injection Molding
Metals: Die Cast

Limited process options to these due to
part geometry and mass production

capability

Yield Strength (min)* Planet Carrier: 29.98 MPa
Magnet Holder: 62.33 MPa

Ring Gear: 35.72 MPa

Derived from static FEA principal stresses
based on maximum load cases. Safety

factor of at least 1.7 (2) was used.
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Thermal Expansion
Coefficient (CTE)*

Planet Carrier: 16.46 μstrain/°C
Magnet Holder: 9.318 μstrain/°C

Ring Gear: 25.74 μstrain/°C

Based on part interfaces and related part
CTEs, specifically on press fit/ slip fit and

gear mesh interfaces.

Hardness** 112-178 Vickers Only used for the ring gear. This range is
the same as the provided hardness range
of the planet gears that interface on the

ring.

* The values differ depending on component
** The hardness specification only applies to the ring gear, as the range is that of the planetary
gears’ hardness

In Table 11, various values are listed which were used in order to refine the results of nearly 3000
materials in order to produce a list of applicable materials to test in FEA. Some of these properties have
an asterisk denoting that the value varies based on the component. This is the case for yield strength
because it is derived from the load cases applied on the specific geometry of each part. Similarly, the
coefficient of thermal expansion and the hardness limitations are based on the properties of the parts that
the selected component interfaces with. Hardness was only considered on one of the components, the ring
gear. This is because the geometry of gear teeth requires a hardness consideration due to the nature of the
force direction and concentration on gear teeth. Therefore, a significant difference in hardness could cause
one gear to deform or even fracture the other gear. The other parts had no geometries interacting with an
impact force, so hardness was not considered. The yield strength and CTE calculations will be described
more in depth in the coming sections of Engineering Analysis. The team was sure to incorporate
stakeholder feedback in the decisions that were made, mainly on the limiting of the manufacturing
process. The team spoke to the stakeholders and lead engineers responsible for the actuator, and
confirmed that injection molding and die casting were familiar processes used by Stoneridge. Therefore,
based on the geometries and production quantities of the components, they would be comfortable limiting
processes to solely those two methods. Additionally, the team was encouraged to explore polymers only
for the planet carrier and magnet holder after the team provided evidence to the necessity of hardness
requirements for the ring gear.

First Principles Force Analysis for FEA
To select materials that will meet the requirements and specifications, the ring gear, planet carrier, and
magnet holder will need to be appropriately modeled with the loads that they will experience during their
performance. These loads will be determined using first-principles force analysis on each component. A
diagram of the components of the planetary gear train and the associated rotation directions of each
component are presented in figure 18. Counterclockwise is denoted by CCW and clockwise is denoted by
CW.
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Figure 18. The ring gear, sun gear, planet gear, and planet carrier are presented with their
associated rotation direction.

The rotation direction of the sun gear (CCW) was provided to us by Stoneridge. It is driven by the motor
connected via the hub which rotates in the CCW direction when looking at the plunger end. Consequently,
each planet gear moves in the opposite direction (CW). The three planet gears together move in the CCW
direction. The planet carrier moves along the CCW direction via the three axles that connect the planet
carrier to the planet gears. The ring gear is fixed and does not rotate.

The output spring force to fully extend the plunger is 135N ± 35N (F_spring) as specified by Stoneridge.
As the spring compresses, this force pushes against the plunger to extend it forward. The location of this
force is shown in figure 19.

Figure 19. The load F_spring is shown at the location the drive nut will experience the
load. A cross-sectional view of the major components at the plunger end of the actuator is

depicted.

The spring force (F_spring) pushes against the drive nut keeper which also pushes against the drive nut.
These forces result in a torque experienced by the drive screw by the drive nut. Figure 20 shows the
connection between the drive screw and the magnet holder.
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Figure 20. A cross-sectional view drive screw, magnet holder, bumper, and planet carrier
is depicted. The drive screw is rigidly connected to the magnet holder and is slip fit to the

planet carrier center.

All first principle analysis will be derived from the plunger at full extension, where all other components
in the system are held stationary. The drive screw is rigidly attached to the magnet holder by a press fit.
This is one of the primary external torques acting on the magnet holder. Therefore, it is essential to
calculate this torque to use for further Ansys simulations. Equation 1 is used to determine the torque to
overcome thread friction and to push the spring. The torque will be analyzed at the maximum force that
the drive screw will feel by the plunger, which occurs at full extension [86]. This is the most relevant
force to test at since testing at the maximum force will provide worst-case scenario results for the
simulation testing. Additionally, The team included a safety factor (SF) of 2 on this output force. All force
analysis was performed using a F_spring at the maximum load (170 N) multiplied by the SF of 2. This
met Stoneridge’s requirements, as it was larger than their specified minimum value of 1.7.

(1)[86][103]𝑇
𝐷𝑆

=  
𝐹𝑑

𝑚

2

(𝑙+ π𝑓𝑑
𝑚

)

π𝑑
𝑚

−𝑓𝑙 /(η
𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

)

is the torque on the drive screw (Nm), is the maximum axial compressive force (F_spring) equal to𝑇
𝐷𝑆

𝐹

170N*SF (N), is the diameter (m), is the distance the nut moves parallel to the screw axis when the𝑑
𝑚

𝑙

nut is given one turn (m), is the coefficient of friction between ULTEM 4001 and Stainless steel (0.1 -𝑓
0.3), and is the efficiency of a drive screw and drive nut interaction (86, 97). The Matlab codeη

𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

of the calculations and all associated values for these variables are listed in Appendix F. The magnet
holder also experiences forces from the bumper interaction onto the magnet holder as the two components
rotate. As seen in figure 20 on the previous page, The bumper is located between the planet carrier and
magnet holder. It sits between three nubs that extrude out of the magnet holder.

Using the torque from the drive screw, which will be the same torque the magnet holder feels, the forces
on each nub (F_Bumper/MH) could be determined using the following equation:
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(2)𝐹
𝐵𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟/𝑀𝐻 

=  (𝑇
𝐷𝑆/𝑀𝐻

/𝑑
𝐷𝑆/𝑁𝑢𝑏

)/3

Where T_DS/MH is the torque onto the magnet holder from the drive screw (Nm), calculated from Eq. 1
and d_DS/Nub is the approximate distance from the center of the drive screw hole to one of the nubs (m).
There is a factor of ⅓ since there are 3 nubs where the torque from the drive screw is evenly distributed.

Using gear force analysis principles, a free body diagram (FBD) of the magnet holder was constructed
and is shown in figure 21. For all notations, the component that is acting on the part in the FBD is denoted
first. The component that the force is applied onto is denoted second. For example, F_DS/MH indicates
the force from the drive screw (DS) onto the magnet holder (MH).

Figure 21. A cross-sectional view of the magnet holder is depicted. The external torque
experienced on the magnet holder by the drive screw ( ) is labeled. The external𝑇

𝐷𝑆/𝑀𝐻

force of the bumper onto the magnet holder nubs (F_bumped/nub) is labeled.

As previously mentioned, the torque on the drive screw ( ) is the same torque that acts on the magnet𝑇
𝐷𝑆

holder ( from figure 21. This torque and the forces felt on the nubs of the magnet holder will be𝑇
𝐷𝑆/𝑀𝐻

)

used in the Ansys simulation for loads acting on the magnet holder.

To determine forces on the planet carrier, the team observed the tolerance of the fits between the drive
screw and axles that interface with the planet carrier. It was determined that there is a tolerance gap of 0.1
mm between the drive screw shaft and the planet carrier. Because of this, a slip fit between the drive
screw and the planet carrier was assumed. Therefore, there is no external torque felt on the planet carrier
from the drive screw at the interfacing hole. As discussed before and seen in figure 20 above, there is a
bumper that sits between the magnet holder and the planet carrier. The planet carrier has 3 flat faces that
interact with the bumper. Using force analysis, the flat surfaces on the planet carrier will feel the same
force by the bumper that the magnet holder feels (denoted by F_Bumper/PC). This relationship is
presented below using Eq. 3.

(3)𝐹
𝐵𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟/𝑃𝐶

= 𝐹
𝐵𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟/𝑀𝐻 

 

Using this relationship, the reaction forces from the axles onto the planet carrier was derived. The axles
are press fit into the planet carrier and drive it CCW, resulting in a bending moment at each location
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where the axle interfaces with the planet carrier. It can be assumed that the torque from the drive screw
onto the magnet holder is the same torque acting on the bumper since the magnet holder, bumper, and
planet carrier all move together as one unit [86]. Therefore the sum of the moment produced by the three
axles onto the planet carrier must counteract the torque from the drive screw onto the bumper (equal to
T_DS/MH). Knowing this, the following equations were used to determine the forces acted by the axles
onto the planet carrier and their components in the x (Eq. 5) and y (Eq. 6) directions. These component
forces were used as the forces experienced at the axle holes in Ansys for Static Analysis.

(4)[86]𝐹
𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒/𝑃𝐶

=  1
3 (𝑇

𝐷𝑆/𝑀𝐻 
/𝑑

𝐷𝑆/𝑃𝐶
) 

(5)[86]𝐹
𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒/𝑃𝐶 (𝑥)

= 𝐹
𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒/𝑃𝐶

· 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 𝑝𝑖
3 )  

(6)[86]𝐹
𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒/𝑃𝐶 (𝑦)

= 𝐹
𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒/𝑃𝐶

· 𝑠𝑖𝑛( 𝑝𝑖
3 )

The variable d_DS/PC is the distance from the center of the drive screw hole to one of the axles on the
planet carrier (m). F_axle/PC represents the force felt at one of the axle holes on the planet carrier (N),
represented by a multiplication factor of ⅓ in Eq. 4. Through right triangle geometric analysis and
approximating each axle be 120 degrees away from each other, the angle at which the force from the axles
act on the planet carrier was determined. The derivation of this angle is shown in Appendix I. An FBD of
the planet carrier with its associated forces is shown in figure 22.

Figure 22. FBD of the planet carrier is shown. The associated torque at the center where
the drive screw is located, as well as the reaction torques from the axles that connect to
the planet gear are labeled. The reaction torques from the axles onto the planet carrier

(PC) are denoted by T_axle/PC. The forces felt from the bumper are denoted by
F_Bumper/PC.

The component forces F_axle/PC (x), F_axle/PC (y), and the forces by the bumper onto the planet carrier
are used as the forces experienced on the planet carrier in Ansys for the Planet Carrier Static Analysis
Model.
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To determine the loads on the ring gear, further decomposition of the forces felt throughout the planetary
gear system was needed. These forces were determined using planetary gear torque equations. As
previously discussed, since the magnet holder and planet carrier move as one unit, an assumption that the
planet carrier feels an overall torque (T_PC) that is equivalent to T_DS/MH was made. Using this
relationship, the torque of the sun gear was determined, and the forces from the sun gear onto the planet
gear were derived using the following equations:

(7)[86]𝑇
𝑆 

= ( 𝑇
𝑃𝐶

* 𝑆
𝑆+𝑅 ) · 1

η
𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

 

(8)[86]𝐹
𝑆𝑃1(𝑡)

= 1
3 (

2* 𝑇
𝑆

𝑑
𝑠

)

(9)[86]𝐹
𝑆𝑃1(𝑟)

= 𝐹
𝑆𝑃1(𝑡)

· 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑(θ
𝑃𝐴

)

Where T_S is the torque of the sun gear (Nm), S is the number of teeth on the sun gear, R is the number
of teeth on the rring gear, d_s is the pitch diameter of the sun gear (m), is the pressure angle of theθ

𝑃𝐴
 

gears (20 degrees), and is the efficiency of the gear mesh interactions (0.95) [103].η
𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

F_SP1(t) is equal to the tangential force by the sun gear onto one planet gear and F_SP1(r) is the radial
force by the sun gear onto one planet gear. A factor of ⅓ is used in Eq. 8 to represent only one of the three
planet gears. An FBD of the sun gear is shown below in figure 23.

Figure 23. FBD of the sun gear. F_1S is the reaction force felt on the sun gear from
planet gear 1. Similar denotations for labeling are used for reaction forces felt on the sun
gear from planet gears 2 and 3. F_HS is the reaction force felt on the sun gear from the

hub shaft. The values for F_HS were not necessary to calculate for force analysis, but are
included in the diagram for completeness.

The forces from the sun gear on the planet gears derived above and the reaction forces from the ring gear
onto the planet gears are presented in figure 24. The radial force direction is denoted by “r” and the
tangential force direction is denoted by “t”.
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Figure 24. Planet carrier gears feel the force from the driven sun gear and the reaction
force from the forces they impose on the ring gear. F_R/PG# and FS/PG# (with # equal
to 1, 2, or 3) denotes the reaction forces from the ring gear onto the planet gear and sun
gear onto planet gears. Forces from the axles onto the planet gears are represented by

F_axle/PG#.

To determine the forces on the ring gear, a force balance on each planet gear is necessary since the forces
from the ring gear onto the planet gear (F_R/PG1) will be equal and opposite to the forces felt on the ring
gear by the planet gears (F_PG1/R). Only an analysis on one planet gear is necessary since each planet
gear will produce the same force onto the ring gear with only a difference in location along the gear teeth.
The forces in the x and y directions were evaluated. Force balance equations in each direction are
indicated by Equations 10, 11, and 12.

(10)[86]0 =  𝐹
𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒/𝑃𝐺1 (𝑥)

− 𝐹
𝑅/𝑃𝐺1, 𝑟  

−  𝐹
𝑆/𝑃𝐺1,𝑟

(11)[86]0 =   𝐹
𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒/𝑃𝐺1 (𝑦)

 −  𝐹
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−  𝐹
𝑆/𝑃𝐺1,𝑡

(12)[86]𝐹
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𝑅/𝑃𝐺1,𝑡 
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𝑅/𝑃𝐺1,𝑟 

)2)

The forces , , , and are all known, and therefore the forces on the𝐹
𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒/𝑃𝐺1 (𝑥)

𝐹
𝑆/𝑃𝐺1,𝑟

𝐹
𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒/𝑃𝐺1 (𝑦)

 𝐹
𝑆/𝑃𝐺1,𝑡

ring gear and can be directly solved. The force is equal to the force from the𝐹
𝑅/𝑃𝐺1, 𝑟  

𝐹
𝑅/𝑃𝐺1,𝑡 

𝐹
𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒/𝑃𝐺1 (𝑥)

axle onto the planet carrier. This happens when the planet gear is held stationary at maximum extension of
the plunger because it will feel a force from the axle onto the gear in the opposite direction of the gear
rotation. The distributed forces from the planet gears are presented in the FBD of the ring gear in Figure
25 below.
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Figure 25. FBD of the ring gear is shown. All forces from the planet gear onto the ring
gear are labeled.

The ring gear also feels forces on the opposite end of its gear teeth. Figure 26 below shows the end of the
ring gear and 3 small extrusions where the ring gear is fixed into place.

Figure 26. Ring gear image with a callout at extrusions where torque is felt and forces
were determined for FEA Ansys modeling.

Using force analysis to determine the torque felt by the ring gear, the forces at each extrusion were
determined. The following set of equations were used:

(13)𝑇
𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ

=  3 ·    𝐹
𝑅/𝑃𝐺1,𝑡 

·  𝑑
𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ

(14)𝐹
𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 

=
𝑇

𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ

3·𝑑
𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

 

where is the total torque from the three planetary gears onto the teeth of the ring gear (Nm) and𝑇
𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ

is the force (N) felt tangentially on each of the ring extrusions labeled above in figure 26.𝐹
𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 

The variable is pitch diameter of the ring gear (m) and is the diameter between𝑑
𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ

𝑑
𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

extrusions at the back of the ring gear (m). These, in addition to the forces by the planetary gears onto the
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ring gear teeth, are all the forces felt on the ring gear. These forces were then used in the Ansys Static
Analysis Model for the ring gear.

Ansys Simulation Workbench Setup
Following the completion of the first principles analysis, all necessary parameters for an accurate
simulation had been defined. All forces, torques, and material properties were assessed using Ansys’
Workbench software, which was chosen given its capabilities to provide accurate simulation results. More
importantly, the software was capable of running Static Structural Analysis, Modal Analysis, Random
Vibration Analysis, and Structural Optimization (Topology) Analysis, in that order given that they are
dependent on the Static Analysis results. Having access to all of these simulations within the same domain
proved to be extremely beneficial given the nature of Finite Element Analysis simulations, as iterations
between tests and materials were much more time efficient.

To begin the Finite Element Analysis of the components, the team had to choose the correct tools and
implement the geometries of the parts onto Ansys Workbench. Geometries for the Magnet Holder, Planet
Carrier, and Ring Gear were all imported using .stp files provided to the team by Stoneridge. Having
imported the geometries into the Workbench, the following step was to incorporate the correct simulations
in the right order, since they are dependent eachother’s results. As can be seen below in figure 27,
simulations were selected from the Toolbox on the left hand side of the screen and then dragged onto the
workbench work area. Ansys is capable of sharing precise data such as geometries, materials, and
simulation results amongst other simulations and can also be seen in figure 27 to be done through purple
and pink links between the simulations as they flow from left to right.

Figure 27. Screenshot of the Ansys workbench for the Planet Carrier’s Static, Modal, and
Vibrational FEA. Ansys Toolbox can be seen on the left and the chosen simulations are
highlighted in red boxes. Beginning with the geometry, purple and pink wires flowing

from left to right show that engineering data, geometries, and simulation results/solutions
are shared through all simulations for their specific component.
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As the analyses progressed, data was continuously used interchangeably specifically for the “Engineering
Data” stage of the initial Static Structural analysis on the planet carrier. This is due to the fact that all
relative materials were first imported into that first simulation, and could be easily shared amongst all
simulations instead of manually importing them every time. This resulted in a very interconnected
flowchart for all of the components analyses, as can be seen below in figure 28.

Figure 28. Screenshot of the final Ansys Workbench flowchart for all components. The
workbench shows that all relative analyses have been done for each of the components.

Convergence Testing
The size of the finite element mesh largely influences the results of FEA. A smaller mesh size increases
accuracy in the analysis results, and a larger mesh size decreases accuracy. However, a smaller mesh size
also increases analysis time [89]. The team chose to use convergence testing in order to find an optimal
mesh size for the FEA that was conducted. There are various methods for convergence testing, but the
team followed the process described below.

Convergence testing involves comparing the results of a chosen analysis, Static Structural analysis in the
team’s case, when the mesh size is varied. A mesh should be at least two elements thick at any given point
in a model [89], so for example, because the magnet holder’s thinnest wall is approximately 1.50 mm, the
starting mesh size needed to be 0.75 mm or less. Once this initial mesh size was chosen and analyzed, the
simulation was then repeated, approximately halving the mesh each time until the result had less than a
10% difference from its previous iteration. The team specifically examined the maximum principal stress
solution value, as the stresses were a key value that needed to be recorded. These values, in addition to
their associated mesh sizes and percent differences, are included in the table in Appendix G. The mesh
sizes in the green rows of the table were used for the remainder of the FEA for their respective parts.

Static Structural Analysis
In order to translate the load cases provided by Stoneridge to material requirements, the team had to
conduct static analysis within the Ansys software. As shown above in the First Principles Section, the
maximum load cases, with an added safety factor, were evaluated at the interfaces of the three specific
components that were selected for this project throughout the drive train. These individual three parts had
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different forces felt on them that had to be modeled independently for each of the parts. As seen above in
the Workbench Setup, each part was individually modeled. First principle forces were then applied to
each component to retrieve information about the material performance.

Following the application of accurate loads and constraints, the model was then simulated at its optimal
mesh size found during convergence testing. The results showed maximum stress concentrations,
principal stresses, and deformations as can be seen below in figure 29. These quantitative results were
recorded for every iteration of material, and were additionally used to identify possible failure modes and
opportunities for topology optimization.

All simulations done below were done on the current material for production Zinc Zamak 5, and the
maximum principal stresses found through this analysis were used to determine the minimum yield
strength requirement for the material of each component; this process is shown below in the Finding
Baseline Yield Strength Values section of the report. This simulation was then repeated for each material
passed using the Granta EduPack settings mentioned in the previous section. Below in figure 29, the
“Static Structural” portion of the tree is visible, as well as the analysis solution selections to gather the
correct information to derive the minimum yield strength for material selection. Along with that are the
Modal and Random Vibration portions of this tree. These sections were also set up in the workbench
mentioned above and the Vibrational Analysis section below of this report discusses further what
information this test provides.

Figure 29. Static Analysis Mechanical Dashboard on Ansys displaying results for
Maximum Principal Stresses on the Magnet Holder.

To ensure that there is clarity, the team has written a general walkthrough of the process for the original
geometries and material of the components below.

Planet Carrier Analysis
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Firstly, the planet carrier was simulated to experience loads at its three shaft holes due to the reaction
forces of the planetary gear shafts, and its inner nub surface areas given the reaction forces experienced
from the magnet holder as seen in figure 22. Their respective vectors and geometries are shown below in
figure 30. Given that the center shaft hole is a slip fit between the drive screw and planet carrier, a
cylindrical support was defined at that interface to be fixed in the radial and axial directions, but free in
the tangential given that it can rotate freely. The holes for the planet gear shafts were defined to be fixed
supports, given that they are press fit to one another.

Figure 30. A screenshot of Ansys Static Structural Simulation with highlighted and
defined force vectors and constraints on the Planet Carrier CAD model.

Following the application of said parameters, the simulation was run and resulted in the solutions shown
on the next page in figure 31.a and figure 31.b.

Figure 31.a (left) and Figure 31.b (right). Figure 31.a shows a screenshot of the planet
carrier's static structural simulation results for equivalent stress. It can be seen that there

is a stress concentration at the interconnected edge or “rib” feature between the drive
screw shaft hole and the outer edge. Figure 31.b shows the maximum deformation results
for the same simulation, from which the maximum concentration occurs on the top edges.
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Magnet Carrier Analysis

Secondly, the magnet carrier was simulated to experience loads at its internal interfaces, shown in red,
given that these are the same reaction forces that were applied to the planet carrier. Since the magnet
holder is press fit to the drive screw, this means that the rotational motion generated from the previously
described loads will create a torque about that inner shaft hole interface, as can be seen in figure 21. The
press fit relationship between the two components was defined as a cylindrical support about that same
drive screw shaft hole interface, fixed in the axial, radial, and tangential directions. The applied loads and
constraints on the magnet holder's geometry can be seen below in figure 32.

Figure 32. A screenshot of Ansys Static Structural Simulation with highlighted and
defined force vectors and constraints on the Magnet Holder CAD model from an

isometric view. The “nubs” applied force is shown in red and indicated with letters B,C,D

Following the application of said parameters depicted in figure 31, the simulation was run and resulted in
the solutions shown below in figure 33.a and figure 33.b.

Figure 33.a and Figure 33.b. Figure 33.a on the left shows a screenshot of the magnet
holder’s static structural simulation results for equivalent stress. It can be seen that there
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is a stress concentration at the bottom curved edge of the nubs. Figure 33.b on the right
shows the maximum deformation results for the same simulation, from which can be seen

that it occurs on the top-sided edges of the nubs.

Ring Gear Analysis

Lastly, the ring gear was simulated slightly differently than the other two components. One of the
differences is that not all of its surfaces were assigned the same mesh size. The ring gear’s long and large
geometry resulted in far too long simulation times for a fine-quality mesh. Therefore the team used the
“Mesh Sizing” tool to select faces of interest and assign them a much finer mesh relative to the rest.
Doing so allowed the team to have a high-quality mesh for the teeth on the ring gear which were of
interest, and a very coarse mesh for the rest of the component, as can be seen below in figure 34. This
proved to provide accurate results and time-efficient simulations.

Figure 34. Screenshot of the Static Structural simulation’s mesh refinement done on the
teeth of the ring gear from an isometric view.

The ring gear was simulated to experience three-point loads at teeth during static equilibrium, which are
applied from the planet gears as they rotate about the sun. Three reaction forces were also applied to the
extrusions at the back end of the ring gear since they are inserted into slots to rigidly attach them to the
rest of the body, which is also why they were defined as rigid constraints. Loads and constraints can be
seen below in figure 35.
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Figure 35. A screenshot of Ansys Static Structural Simulation with highlighted force
vectors, their respective geometries, and constraints on the Ring Gear CAD model from

an isometric view.

The parameters applied to the ring gear in the simulation were simplified based on the static equilibrium
load cases from the first principles analysis. The approach was a final alternative since the team was not
able to accurately simulate a distributed stress from the planet gears over every tooth on the ring gear.
This was due to difficulties translating pre-defined parameters and relationships between several
geometries and components such as gear meshes and gear ratios from Solidworks into Ansys. It is
important to note that all solutions from the simulations would have been the same for either approach
(modeling forces on one tooth vs distributed on multiple teeth) since the loads experienced by an
individual tooth would be relatively the same for both cases, which is why the team followed through
with said parameters. Following the application of said parameters, the simulation was run and resulted in
the solutions shown below in figure 36.

Figure 36. A screenshot of the ring gear’s static structural simulation results for
equivalent stress. Given the fine mesh, an augmented image was included to show the

stress concentrations experienced at the base of the teeth.

Finding Baseline Yield Strength Values
Through conducting Static Structural analysis on the planet carrier, magnet holder, and ring gear, the
baseline yield strength specification values were found. To do this calculation, the team first added the
maximum, middle, and minimum principal stresses to the solution output. This list is shown below in
figure 37.
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Figure 37. An easy-to-read depiction of the solutions that were output from the Static
Structural analysis. The principal stresses were assigned as and .σ

1
 , σ
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The maximum values for each of these three results were then arbitrarily plugged into the Von Mises
equation as and . This is shown as Equation 15 below, and it provides the critical stress value,σ
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The Von Mises Criterion, which is shown below in Equation 16, was then applied [100]. is the yieldσ
𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

strength, and this equation is simply stating that its value must be larger than the critical stress value if the
material is to not yield when the specified load is applied.

(16)σ
𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

 > σ
𝑣
 

The team then multiplied this yield strength by 2 to account for a conservative safety factor, and the result
was used as the baseline yield strength that the component’s material must have in order to meet the given
requirements. It is worth noting that Zinc Zamak 5 was utilized for these analyses, but the principal
stresses were found solely from the loading conditions and the material used should therefore not affect
the resultant values. This process was repeated for each of the three components, and their final minimum
yield strengths were listed in the specifications for requirement 1.3 within Table 3.

Thermal Analysis - CTE
The CTE values were analyzed by observing the tolerances between slip fits and press fits. The objective
was to ensure the slip fit would remain a slip fit and the press fit would remain a press fit at the maximum
high and low operating temperatures (-40℃ and 105℃). To narrow down the list of materials generated
by the Granta EduPack Material Selection tool, maximum values for the coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) were determined. Additionally, the CTE for the ring gear was also analyzed for two cases. The first
case was to ensure the gear teeth tip diameters are less than 0 thousandths of an inch so that there is
overlap, and the gears still mesh together after any expansion or shrinkage that could occur at different
temperatures. The second case was to ensure that there is a tolerance of greater than 0 thousandths of an
inch for the tip and root clearance at the maximum high and low temperatures for gear meshing. An
assumption was made to use greater than or less than 0 for the baseline of the two cases in order to find
CTE values that will satisfy both cases. The minimum CTE of the two cases was chosen as a conservative
value to use in Granta EduPack for material selection filtering. A depiction of this tolerance for the ring
and planet gears is shown in figure 38 below.
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Figure 38. Depictions of the two dimensions are used to find the required CTE at the
maximum high and low temperatures to maintain proper gear meshing and rotation.

The main interactions that were observed include the press fit between the drive screw and magnet holder,
slip fit between the drive screw and planet carrier, press fit between the planet carrier and axles, and ring
gear teeth interaction with planet gear teeth. For every interaction, there is one known CTE for the part
that will remain the same material (drive screw, axles, and planet gears). For the known material, Eq. 17
was used to determine the change in diameter it will experience at the maximum high and low
temperatures ( ). The part interactions analyzed are shown below in Figure 39.∆𝑑

Figure 39. The image on the left is the magnet holder and drive screw press fit interaction. The image on
the right is the planet carrier and drive screw slip fit interaction.

The following equations present the process used to determine the new material CTE boundaries. Eq. 17
and Eq. 18 provide the changes in the diameter of the part with a known material and the part that will
have a new material. Eq. 19 sets up the relationship between the tolerance between the two materials. A
table for the interferences for each interaction that was analyzed can be found in Appendix H. These
values were determined using the Machinists Handbook for reference of press fit and slip fit standard
tolerances and multiplied by a safety factor of 2 [101]. Eq. 20 substitutes Eq. 17, Eq. 18, and Eq. 19 into
one equation which can be rearranged to solve for .α

𝑛𝑒𝑤
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The is change in diameter due to expansion or shrinkage, is the original diameter distance (m), is∆𝑑 𝑑 α
the CTE (microstrain/℃), and (℃) is the change in temperature from the maximum high/low∆𝑇
temperatures to an approximated room temperature of 25℃. The calculations are provided in Appendix
H.
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Solving for each part allowed the team to have one more identifying parameter for the Grantaα
𝑛𝑒𝑤

EduPack material selection tool. These CTEs were validated by using the exact material properties for the
top filtered materials for each part. Each of the interfacing components was checked for slip fit and press
fit interactions at the maximum and minimum temperatures to ensure that they remain slip and press fit
where necessary. MATLAB was used to complete the calculations and the code is provided in Appendix
H under First Principles - Thermal Analysis - CTE Validation. Results from this testing show all press fits
and slip fits remain as such at operating temperatures of -40℃ and 105℃.

Thermal Analysis - Stress
The team also looked at the stress effects of thermal expansion. The governing equation (Eq. 21) below
was used to solve for the effect of stress on the magnet holder from the drive screw and planet carrier
from axles [86]. Such as the pressure from the drive screw onto the magnet holder at -40 C and 105 C.
This analysis was only completed on press fit interactions since this contact can result in stress on the
parts at various temperatures depending on expansion or shrinkage. The calculations were completed in
MATLAB and the code is provided in Appendix H under First Principles - Thermal Analysis for Stress.

(21)[86]

The notation “i” references the shaft (drive screw or axle) which has known materials and “o” is for the
hub whose material is not known and will change (magnet holder and planet carrier). The variables in the
equation above include which is the nominal diameter of the hub (mm), the outer diameter of the hub𝑑
d_o (mm), the internal diameter of the shaft d_i (mm), the Young’s Modulus (E) (GPa), and Poisson's
ratio for the shaft v_i and the hub v_o.

For the ring gear, bending stress on the gear teeth was calculated at maximum temperatures using the
Lewis Bending Stress equation for gear teeth below in Eq. 22:

(22)[118]σ
𝑡

=
𝐾

𝑣
𝑊

𝑡

𝐹𝑚𝑌

Where is the dynamic factor (dimensionless) which is equal to 1 since stresses are evaluated at static𝐾
𝑣

conditions, is the tangential load on the gear teeth (N), F is the face width (mm), m is the module𝑊
𝑡

(mm), and Y is the Lewis form factor (dimensionless) determined from the gear teeth number [118].

These stress values were normalized to the yield strength of the material. The team will be assessing each
material for thermal stress effects using a pass/fail system. This is because the main focus for material
selection is cost and density. Thermal stress analysis is completed to ensure that the parts do not fail and
will function as normal under worst-case environmental conditions.

Vibrational Analysis
To meet requirement 1.1 which specifies the part must withstand PSD loading conditions as specified by
Stoneridge, a vibration analysis was performed on Ansys. Stoneridge provided power spectral density
(PSD) data (see Appendix D) which was inputted as tabular data under the Random Vibration analysis
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system [96]. The system was modeled under the same static loads used in the static analysis FEA in
addition to the vibrational loads. Figure 40 presents the Ansys Mechanical Workbench setup.

Figure 40. Following Ansys recommended setup for vibrational analysis, PSD Data was
inputted for the vibrational loads on each component in the X, Y, and Z directions.

Equivalent stress data was collected to compare each material.

Maximum stresses were recorded from the output equivalent stress solution from Ansys. Data was
obtained from a scale factor of 3 Sigma, which indicates a probability of 99.73% that the resulting stress
will occur on the part. Maximum stresses for the filtered list of materials for each part (magnet holder,
ring gear, and planet carrier) were collected to record in the material selection pugh charts seen in
Appendix E. The maximum stresses were converted to percentages by normalizing them to the material’s
yield strength. This allows for easy comparison between each material based on how much stress the
material feels compared to their own yield strength. The results of the percentages for the magnet holder
are shown in Figure 41 below.

Figure 41. Vibrational loads as normalized percentages for each material. This is the
narrowed list of materials and vibrational results for only the magnet holder.
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The team will be assessing each material for vibrational load resistance using a pass/fail system. This is
because the main focus for material selection is cost and density. Vibrational analysis is to ensure that the
parts do not fail and will function as normal under worst-case environmental conditions.

Shock Analysis
To meet Requirement 1.1, a shock analysis was initiated. Shock information provided by Stoneridge (see
Appendix D) was input into Ansys Shock Analysis. Each part was placed under static loads from the
Ansys Static Analysis with the addition of 60 total 11-ms shocks of 500 m/s^2. Due to issues with the
Ansys shock system setup, the team was unable to produce consistent results for stresses or deformation
due to shock. The team met with MECHENG 305 FEA Expert Professor Huan from the University of
Michigan to discuss the shock results who explained that shock simulation was out of his scope.
Therefore, verification of the team’s methods could not be achieved and we cannot provide accurate
shock simulation results. The team recommends Stoneridge use its Shock Test fixture to examine the
behaviors that result from the shock loads the SmartBar System will feel. More details on the verification
and validation process for shock analysis are described in the Verification and Validation Plans section of
this report below.

Topology Optimization
To meet the cost and weight reduction requirements, the team conducted topology analysis by first
applying the same loads and constraints used in the static analysis FEA. The team then chose to reduce
mass by a preliminary value of 5%, while still maintaining or reducing the equivalent stresses experienced
by each component. This mass reduction was a first iteration, as the generated topology model was then
opened in Solidworks for ease of design for manufacturability. The team removed material, where it was
specified as non-crucial by the topology analysis, within Solidworks and smoothed the resulting geometry
so that it could be die cast or injection molded. The model was then transferred back into Ansys to verify
that the equivalent stresses and component mass met the specifications. The geometry changes were made
such that a die or mold could be created to fit them. The Ansys Workbench setup and the results of this
optimization are discussed in the Final Topology Optimizations section.

FINAL MATERIAL SELECTION

Cost Analysis
The unit price for each part was determined by finding the tooling/labor/overhead cost for the parts.
Stoneridge provided the team with unit costs for each part. The unit costs are listed in Table 12 below for
the original material Zinc Zamak 5.

Table 12. Unit Costs

Part Unit Cost ($)

Magnet Holder 0.67

Planet Carrier 0.32

Ring Gear 1.203
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After completing all engineering analyses discussed above, a final list of materials for each part was
made. The Granta EduPack Material Selection tool provides unit cost per volume of material. This value
was used since the volume for each of the analyzed parts is fixed. Using the fixed volume retrieved from
Ansys Dimensions, the unit costs of the new material for each part were calculated using Eq. 23.

(23)𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 *  𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =  𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙  

Using Granta EduPack, the unit price per volume for Zinc Zamak 5 was retrieved. Using the known
volume for Zinc Zamak 5, the team then calculated the unit cost for the material. To obtain an estimate of
important manufacturing and labor costs such as the tooling/labor/overhead (TLO) cost per unit, the unit
cost of material was subtracted from the overall unit costs in Table 12. Using these values the percentage
of TLO for each part was calculated using Eq. 24 below. For every material, the unit cost per material was
divided by 100% minus the TLO percentage to obtain the overall unit cost per part for each material (Eq.
26).

(24)𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑐 𝑍𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑘 5 −  𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡  *  100% =  % 𝑇𝐿𝑂    

(25)100 % − % 𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =  % 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

(26)𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙
%  𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 =  𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 (𝑇𝐿𝑂 +  𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙) 

The percentage of TLO was calculated to be 33.12 % and the percentage of material cost was calculated
to be 66.88%. An example of this process is shown below in Table 13.

Table 13. Unit Price Calculation Example for an Alternate Ring Gear Material

Material

Max price of range
from EduPack
(USD/m^3) Volume of part

Unit Cost of
Material ($)

Unit price with TLO ($)
(zinc is from
Stoneridge)

Aluminum, 359.0,
cast, T6 1.08E+04 1.31E-05 0.14 (0.14/ 33.12%) = 0.427

This process was repeated for each material list for the magnet holder, planet carrier, and ring gear. The
material lists were then ranked in price from lowest to highest. The density of each material is also
highlighted and color-coded to be lightest in color for lowest density materials as shown in Figure 42
below. This was done to easily present the results for each material based on cost and density since
Stoneridge is focused on reducing cost. Figure 42 is an example of a ranked list for the ring gear.
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Figure 42. Spreadsheet used to calculate the unit price of the ring gear depending on the
material.

The setup for the final ranked lists for the magnet holder, planet carrier, and ring gear can be found in
Appendix J.

Comparison of Capable Materials
The team formatted the final lists of materials for each of the three components as pugh charts. Because
all of the requirements aside from lowering cost and weight are necessary for the SmartBar Actuator to
function, they were given a pass or fail label rather than weight for each criteria. In Figure 43 below, a
pugh chart for the ring gear is given. The remaining pugh charts for the ring gear as well as the other two
components can be found in Appendix E.
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Figure 43. One of two pugh charts for the ring gear. The green boxes indicate that a
material passes the respective criteria.

To fill the charts, the team utilized the cost analysis method from the previous subsection in order to
populate the cost row, and calculated the weights using the densities found from the Granta EduPack
material database. The cost values in the figure above are the total unit costs including the TLO costs.The
static structural, thermal, and vibrational analysis results were then inputted into their respective rows as
percentages of the yield strengths. This was done in order to show the materials’ strengths relative to each
other as well as the original. As stated in the Material Selection Using Granta EduPack Material Filtering
Tool subsection, the manufacturing processes were limited to injection molding for polymers and die
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casting for metals. Note that the planetary gear’s drawing had tolerances as small as 0.001”, but injection
molding can reach this specification. However, these materials were marked with yellow boxes in
Appendix E. The ethicality associated with using each material was also assessed, and brief comments are
provided in Figure 43. This criteria was neither weighted nor treated as a pass or fail, because the team
found “ethically sourced” to be a subjective requirement. The information is therefore solely for
Stoneridge’s use and its application is up to the discretion of the company.

The green box indicates that a material passes the given criteria, and a red box indicates that a material
fails. If a material has at least one red box, it should not be considered for use. The criteria of “Does not
seize/fail when operated between -40℃ to 105℃” was used for both the planet carrier and magnet holder,
but was neglected for the ring gear in this pugh chart format. This is because the team already conducted
calculations, found in the Thermal Analysis - CTE subsection, to ensure that all of the above materials
were acceptable for the application on the basis of thermal stability.

The cost was weighted as a 2 because it is Stoneridge’s main priority, and weight was weighted as a 1
because it needs to be the same or less than its current value. Both were then given values from 0 to 5,
which follow a linear scale in relation to each row’s largest and smallest values. This did not include the
cost and weight of Zinc Zamak 5, as those numbers were significantly larger than those for the other
materials. The total scoring in the bottom row shows which materials will be favorable when prioritizing
cost and weight, but further validation should be done by Stoneridge before any material changes are
implemented. This will be discussed in the Verification and Validation Plans section. The five cheapest
materials for each component are summarized in Table 14 below.

Table 14. The materials are listed with the least expensive at the top and the most
expensive at the bottom. They are all still cheaper than the original components.

Ring Gear Magnet Holder Planet Carrier

Aluminum, 359.0, cast, T6 PTT (30% glass fiber) PA66/6 (30% glass fiber)

Aluminum, C355.0, permanent mold
cast, T6 PPA (60% glass fiber) PA66/6 (35% glass fiber)

Aluminum, 354.0, cast, T6 PPA (50% glass fiber, lubricated)
PF (high strength glass fiber,
molding)

Aluminum, 332.0, permanent mold
cast, T5

PTT (30% glass fiber, flame
retarded) PTT (30% glass fiber)

Aluminum, 333.0, permanent mold
cast, T6 PPA (50% long glass fiber) PA66/6 (33% glass fiber, lubricated)

FINAL TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATIONS

Planet Carrier and Magnet Holder Optimizations
The team produced final topology optimizations for both the planet carrier and the magnet holder.
Following the method described in the Topology Optimization subsection, both components were iterated
through the process until optimal results were achieved.

As mentioned in the Topology Optimization section, Structural Optimization (topology) simulations were
built on the Static Structural Simulation solutions for the original geometries of both the magnet holder
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and planet carrier. The solutions were imported into the structural optimization simulation by linking the
two in the workbench, as can be seen below in Figure 43.

Figure 43. Screenshot of the Ansys Workbench showing how the solutions from the Static Structural
Analysis were imported into the Structural Optimization Analysis for the Magnet Holder.

After importing the original geometries, load cases, and solutions the structural optimization simulation
was run under the constraints mentioned in the Topology Optimization section. The solutions from the
structural optimization simulations for both the planet carrier and magnet holder can be seen below in
Figure 44.a and Figure 44.b.

Figure 44.a and Figure 44.b. On the left is Figure 44.a, which shows the solution for the magnet holder
from the Structural Optimization simulation. On the right is Figure 44.b, which shows the solution for the

planet carrier from the Structural Optimization simulation.

The results generated from the simulation were to be redesigned on Ansys’ SpaceClaim Software, but
given the time constraints on the project and the learning curve for the software, the team opted to instead
redesign the original model on Solidworks. The team deeply analyzed the results, taking note of what
geometries were optimized and how. For the magnet holder, the simulation opted to remove mass from
the outer edges and inner surface that holds the magnet. As for the planet carrier, the simulation
completely removed mass from the areas in between the nubs since they experienced minimal stress
distribution.

Building off of the results, the team did their best to replicate the design changes shown in Figure 44.a
and Figure 44.b by sketching on the original geometries on Solidworks. The planet carrier had volume
removed in the same spot where the topology said it would be optimal to remove, and the team designed
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the extrusions in the shape of tear drops to prevent stress concentrations at any edges. Similarly, The
magnet holder had volume reduced on the circular extruded surface that is meant to hold the magnet in
the Y-axis only. Although the simulation opted to remove the majority of the mass from the same
extruded surface in the X-axis, the team decided that it would be best to only follow through in the Y-axis
given that the implications of reduced mass on these surfaces are not completely known yet, and will be
further assessed in the final report. The final design for topology optimized geometries can be seen below
in Figure 45a and Figure 45b.

Figure 45.a and Figure 45.b. On the left is Figure 45.a which is the optimized geometry for the magnet
holder, with circular extrusions on the outer surface to prevent stress concentrations. On the right is Figure

45.b, which is the optimized geometry for the planet carrier. The circular extrusions can be seen in
between the nubs.

Lastly, the new geometries were imported again into the Ansys workbench to ensure that the components
and materials meet and exceed the requirements and specifications. An example of the new geometries
being validated again on Ansys can be seen below in Figure 46.

Figure 46. Screenshot of the second iteration Magnet Holder being tested to ensure they still meet
specifications and requirements.
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Final Topology Optimized Geometry Material Selection
The final step in the process is to also propose an optimal material with each new design for the
components, since their new geometries may create different stress and deformation behaviors. The
optimized solutions can be applied to any of the top materials, but given the time frame of the project, the
team decided that it would be most time-efficient to only simulate the top five best-performing materials
shown in Table 14. Table 15a and Table 15b below demonstrate the simulation results for both the magnet
holder and planet carrier respectively. It is important to highlight that 4.61% of mass was reduced in the
optimized design of the magnet holder, directly reducing the cost of raw material required for the
component. It was also able to achieve a maximum stress reduction of 2.19% relative to its original
geometry simulation results, making the component even more durable and efficient. Similarly, the
optimized planet carrier reduced mass by 3.96%, greatly reducing the cost of raw materials for the
component. Unlike the magnet holder, it was not able to reduce the maximum stresses but was still
capable of maintaining very similar stresses to those experienced by the original geometries. Only the
stress reduction percentage was mentioned in the results because failure is heavily dependent on the
maximum principal stresses as they are the largest in magnitude throughout all simulations.

Table 15a. Final simulation results for the Magnet Holder’s top five respective material
alternatives.

Magnet Holder - Topology Optimized Design

Material
Max. Principal
Stress (MPa)

Max
Vibrational

Stress (MPa)
Deformation

(mm)
Mass

Reduction % Stress Reduction %

PTT (30% glass fiber) 24.41 0.087 0.0201 4.61 2.17

PPA (60% glass fiber) 24.52 0.095 0.0102 4.61 2.19

PPA (50% glass fiber,
lubricated) 24.52 0.092 0.0127 4.61 2.19

PTT (30% glass fiber,
flame retarded) 24.41 0.085 0.0186 4.61 2.17

PPA (50% long glass
fiber) 24.52 0.084 0.0115 4.61 2.19

Zamak 5 24.88 0.376 0.0024 4.61 2.11
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Table 15b. Final simulation results for the Planet Carrier's top five respective material
alternatives.

Planet Carrier - Topology Optimized Design

Material
Max. Principal
Stress (MPa)

Max.
Vibrational

Stress (MPa)

Max.
Deformation

(mm)
Mass

Reduction %
Stress Reduction %

(Static)

PA66/6 (30% glass
fiber) 15.31 2.25 0.000134 3.96 -0.33

PA66/6 (35% glass
fiber) 15.29 1.67 0.000109 3.96 -0.28

PF (high strength glass
fiber, molding) 15.22 5.65 0.000048 3.96 -0.17

PTT (30% glass fiber) 15.33 4.74 0.000077 3.96 -0.35

PA66/6 (33% glass
fiber, lubricated) 15.29 3.33 0.000011 3.96 -0.28

Both components would be manufactured via injection molding given the suggested materials, and the
implications have been assessed through an FMEA analysis as seen in Appendix K. The broader issue for
this solution would be the need for entirely new tooling which would imply an additional cost. However,
given that the components would be transitioning to a new material at the benefit of reduced cost and
weight, it could be argued that the shift to this manufacturing method will pay itself over time.

Exclusion of Ring Gear
The team did not conduct topology optimization on the ring gear due to its geometrical constraints. It is
composed of two major sections, the first being the ring gear teeth and the second being a thin walled
cover for a portion of the system’s motor. The teeth would not perform as intended if material were
removed from them, the motor cover is already as thin as what is structurally acceptable, and its
remaining features are crucial to its functionality. In addition, a change could also impact the component’s
ability to be die cast. Refer to Figure 34 for a visual of the ring gear.
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION PLAN

Table 16. Verification and Validation Plans per Specification

Rank Specification Verification P/F Validation

1

Withstands > 15,000 shift cycles* Ansys Analysis: SN
Curve

TBD Stoneridge cyclic tests*

Lasts > 10 years Ansys Analysis: Strain
Life Parameters

TBD Stoneridge cyclic tests*

1.1

- Withstands >135N +/- 15N axial
load on plunger

Ansys static load test
with random vibration
test

PASS Stoneridge shock and
vibration cyclic testing*

Withstands > 60 shocks (11 ms
shocks of 500 m/s^2)

Ansys static load test
with shock test

TBD Stoneridge shock and
vibration cyclic testing*

Withstands given vibrational
load**

Ansys static load test
with random vibration
test

PASS Stoneridge shock and
vibration cyclic testing*

1.3

Coefficient of thermal expansion:
Magnet Holder < 9.32 µstrain/°C
Planet Carrier < 16.46µstrain/°C

Ring Gear < 25.74 µstrain/°C

Granta EduPack PASS Tolerance evaluation of
each material +
Stoneridge cyclic testing
at boundary
temperatures*

Yield strength:
Magnet holder > 62.33 MPa
Planet carrier > 29.98 MPa

Ring gear > 35.72 MPa

Granta EduPack PASS Stoneridge cyclic tests
under operating loads
and conditions*

112 HV < Hardness < 178 HV Granta EduPack PASS Stoneridge cyclic tests
for wear*

Young’s Modulus > 1 GPa
Granta EduPack PASS Stoneridge cyclic tests

under operating loads
and conditions*

1.3.1
Does not seize/fail when operated

between -40℃ to 105℃

Granta EduPack PASS Thermal Stress Analysis
+ Stoneridge cyclic
testing

2
Dimensions must be same as

given in current drawings

CAD geometric
evaluation

PASS Stoneridge verification of
component packaging
envelope
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Table 16. Verification and Validation Plans per Specification Cont.

Rank Specification Verification P/F Validation

3

Tolerance ≤ +/- 0.001” for ring
gear and planetary carrier

Tolerance ≤ +/- 0.002” for magnet
holder

Research for Injection
Molding and Die Casting

PASS Stoneridge assessment of
manufacturing methods

4
< $0.67 for Magnet Holder
< $0.32 for Planet Carrier

< $1.20 for Ring Gear

Cost analysis PASS Supplier quotes

5
≤ 36.01g for Magnet Holder
≤ 16.40g for Planet Carrier

≤ 86.37g for Ring Gear

Material density and
current volume analysis

PASS Weight measurement of
final manufactured parts
at Stoneridge

6
Achieve Fairtrade Standards or

meet equivalent requirements laid
out by Fairtrade. [25]

Research TBD Stoneridge assessment

*Refer to Figure 47 for Stoneride’s cyclic test process

Above in Table 15 is the requirements and specifications table, now with the addition of how the solution
will be or has already been validated and verified to meet these criteria. Next to the verification column,
there is a PASS/FAIL column meaning that the team has already conducted the verification method, and
the solution has passed that testing or the N/A means that the test has not occurred yet. Stoneridge has
provided the team with shock cases, and they were simulated in a very similar manner to the previous
tests, however through a gut check, these values were insignificant by orders of magnitude. Due to the
limitations on the time frame of this course, the team was unable to confirm the validity of these values,
therefore the team is recommending Stoneridge to conduct shock testing to ensure the recommendations
withstand those cases as well. The team also recommends Stoneridge to conduct lifetime testing. Below in
Figure 47 you can see the existing test plan that Stoneridge consistently uses, which will be addressed
later in this section. Finally, the ethical sourcing requirement needs rigorous research to confirm that the
materials the team is recommending are suitable to be used in a sustainable manner. This will be
discussed further in the next steps section of the report, however this will be the final step of the team's
verification of the proposed materials. Every other recommendation the team can confidently say passed
due to engineering analysis.

The rightmost column contains the validation methods for each of these components. Because the team
was working the majority of the time with simulations, nearly every validation method listed was a
physical test that Stoneridge would need to conduct for the recommendations to be valid to them.

The first three criteria list the Ansys static load test and random vibration test as their verification method.
This is because the static and random vibration simulations on Ansys use the load cases provided by
Stoneridge and the vibrational loads with a safety factor on both. This means that the simulations run by
the team could verify that the material selected or the part change selected, if run through this
successfully, could be compared on how well it can withstand the shock and vibration load cases and not
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deform as well, as those values listed were derived from the simulation too. These simulation methods
and results are provided in the corresponding sections of the Engineering Analysis and Solution section of
the report, which address the engineering process and any assumptions made within the verification. In
order to validate that these simulations are accurate, the recommended test is Stoneridge’s existing cyclic
tests. The team has been notified by Stoneridge of existing tests and equipment, shown in Figure 47
below, and this is one that the team would recommend is run on the proposed materials in order to
validate their performance. It is also recommended that these are chamber tested at the temperature
extremes as well. The temperature range requirement was confirmed by running the static tests at these
ranges, as well as the hand calculations of the coefficient of thermal expansion in the corresponding
engineering analysis section above. The team is extremely confident that none of these parts exceed the
packaging envelope because of CAD geometric analysis as well as the only geometric changes were
removal of material from the same dimensions. The weight analysis was done using Ansys volume tools
as well and used the densities given in the Granta EduPack. This is similar to what was done for cost, as
the raw values were sourced from the EduPack as well, but the unit cost was extrapolated through the
analysis shown earlier in the report. The manufacturing methods were limited to die casting for metals
and injection molding for polymers, this tolerance and decision is discussed as well in the engineering
analysis section.

All of the completed verification methods done by the team are outlined in greater detail within the
engineering analysis section of this report. The solutions comply with each of these specifications and
requirements, and the team has high confidence in these results due to Ansys simulations being a trusted
industry standard verification tool and that the simulation and assumptions were verified by an expert,
MECHENG 305 FEA Professor Huan, along with convergence testing to validate the precision of the
results of the simulation itself. The validation necessary for these simulations the team will also have high
confidence in because Stoneridge has conducted these tests before, shown in their plan in Figure xx
below, and they are necessary in order to physically prove that the assumptions made are robust enough to
translate the conclusions made from the team’s results, and if any material properties that have not been
explicitly defined cause any unforeseen issues in the actuator.
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Figure 47. Current Stoneridge baseline PV Test Flow Diagram for the SmartBar
Actuator, Including all Test Legs

DISCUSSION

Problem Definition
With additional time, the team would aim to verify vibration and shock analysis results by reviewing the
Ansys Workbench with experts. The team would choose to expand the problem definition even further by
exploring alternate ways the magnet holder and planet carrier can be topology optimized. Analysis for
static loads, shock, and vibration would be completed and compared between multiple
topology-optimized designs. The team found that topology decreased weight, and sometimes improved
stress concentrations on the part. Therefore, exploring the benefits of topology optimization is worth
pursuing in the future with more time.

Reflection
After starting with little to no experience in Ansys, the team spent time thoroughly reviewing Ansys
software and its various applications. The team became well acquainted with Ansys tools and how to
apply them for the purposes. The team also learned to utilize the material selection tool in Ansys which
helped aid the entire material selection process. Overall, the learning curve for Ansys started as the
biggest challenge, however after obtaining resources from the internet and watching Ansys tutorials, the
team’s comfort and confidence in using the program increased.

Concept generation and engineering analysis was a very similar process and tended to bridge into one
entire process. The team was able to work on engineering analysis and Ansys simulations in tandem.
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While some members of the team focused on learning Ansys, others focused on first principles analysis.
Splitting up the work in this way allowed for better time management and the ability to complete all
project tasks by DR#3 presentation and report. Another important lesson learned includes the value of
literature and reference textbooks. Searching online for textbooks, or using textbooks/standards available
heavily guided the team when completing the first principle analysis work.

Design Critique
The only direct design aspect of our solutions was through the topology optimization. The strengths of
this solution is that it can be iteratively run to reach theoretically accurate results which can validate early
concepts and design changes. This also saves Stoneridge time and resources by not having to invest in
physical prototypes and testing. The weakness in this approach is that while making the component more
aesthetic and easier to manufacture, the transition between the generated solutions and the interpreted
results leads to loss of effectiveness in final solutions. An example of this is the planet carrier being
optimized to reduce mass by 5% in simulations, but after design interpretations the final solution had a
mass reduction of 3.96% as seen in Table 15b, having a 1.04% loss in mass reduction in the process. This
could be improved through several design interpretations between topology simulations and the original
geometry to reduce as much mass as possible relative to the solution parameters.

Having completed the design process, the team should not have attempted to learn the SpaceClaim
software that Ansys provides to redesign optimized components. This is because it proved to be very
difficult to learn and was therefore an inefficient use of the team’s time. It was more intuitive to the team
to translate the topology optimization results to SolidWorks and redesign the component based on those
interpretations instead.

Additionally, applying surface conditions at the interfaces between the components could have generated
more accurate solutions. For example, the team did not apply assembly constraints within Ansys, so the
software relied solely on the default available constraints. Taking this next step would provide a model
with slightly different interfaces, which may be more or less accurate depending on the quality of the
assembly.

Challenges
Although the team became more comfortable with Ansys throughout the duration of the project, there
were still several challenges related to the software that arose. One major challenge the team faced
included completing shock load testing. Issues with the model occurred on Ansys and meaningful results
could not be obtained. If this issue cannot be resolved, the team recommends Stoneridge use its Shock
Test Fixture to produce shock test results. Another challenge included limited computer capabilities
regarding CPU and RAM. The CAEN computers available for the project were unable to run the optimal
mesh size for the ring gear that was determined from the convergence test of the ring gear. The team
overcame this challenge by choosing a slightly smaller mesh size to run for the ring gear. The quality of
the mesh was checked using the Mesh Quality feature in Ansys. Another challenge the team experienced
was long wait times for simulation runs. Some simulations took over an hour to complete. It was pivotal
to plan out days for simulation runs and ensure there was enough time to complete all necessary tests. The
team took advantage of the long simulation times by completing first principles or report writing during
wait times.

The team also faced challenges regarding finding accurate values for cost. Getting an estimate for the cost
of each manufacturing process, tooling, and service employers was difficult to obtain through research. To
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combat this issue, the approach discussed in the Cost Analysis section was taken. Finding a general price
for tooling/labor/overhead based on existing metal and plastic materials supplied to Stoneridge served as
the best method to estimate unit costs.

Potential challenges for manufacturing methods of the final proposed plastics for the planet carrier and
magnet holder, and the final proposed metals for the ring gear are outlined in depth in the Failure Mode
Effects and Analysis (FMEA) discussed in the following Threat Analysis section and presented in
Appendix K.

Threat Analysis
Various simplifications were made throughout the engineering analyses, so the team completed a Failure
Mode Effects and Analysis (FMEA) to account for potential shortcomings of the components. The team
created a Risk Priority Number (RPN) ranking scheme by defining and then multiplying each failure
mode’s severity value, occurrence value, and detection value. This is shown in Figure 48 below.

Figure 48. Risk Priority Number (RPN) definition table

Severity, occurrence, and detection were defined on a scale from 1 to 10, and their associated meanings
were. The boxes with a dash fall under the definition that is above them. The team completed an FMEA
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for each of the three components as well as the expected manufacturing processes, injection molding and
die casting. The FMEA for the ring gear is shown below in Figure 49, and the remainder of the FMEAs
are in Appendix K.

Figure 49. Failure Mode Effects and Analysis (FMEA) table for ring gear

The table includes the functions that will potentially be affected, as well as their failure modes, effects of
failure, causes of failure, process controls, and recommended actions. These functions were then assigned
a final RPN, which was calculated with Equation 27 below, and the highest risk was highlighted in
yellow.

(27)[104]𝑠𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 *  𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 *  𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =   𝑅𝑃𝑁

The highest risk items in the FMEA will provide a priority ranking for the validations that Stoneridge
should conduct. For example, the impact of debris will be mitigated by Stoneridge’s seal testing
procedures and the potential for wear or deformation will be mitigated by their cycle testing.
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REFLECTION

Greater Context and Impacts
As mentioned in the Design Context section, the project is tied to public health and safety as the materials
being selected for the components are sourced differently. The current material, die-cast Zinc Zamak 5,
has associated environmental and health risks, especially from Zinc mining which can release harmful
elements like lead and cadmium which can cause health issues to workers and damage their local
agriculture. In a global context, the optimized topology design and material selection could make the
product more affordable for end-users. The social impacts of the use and disposal of the product were
assessed through the recyclability of alternative materials and disposal methods. Similar to the global
context, the economic impacts associated with manufacturability would imply altering the cost of the
product in vehicles and impacting their affordability. Lastly, several tools such as stakeholder maps, FEA,
and GrantaEdupack were used to find ethical solutions in a time efficient manner as well as be able to
benchmark alternative solutions to one another.

Inclusion and Equity
As mentioned in the Design Context section, the power dynamics are complex, shaped by the different
interests and authority of the stakeholders involved. Stoneridge holds significant influence due to their
role as the financial and strategic driver of the project, prioritizing cost reduction in production. This
focus contrasts with the team's ethical and environmental concerns, particularly regarding the sustainable
sourcing and life cycle of materials. The team, composed of members with a strong inclination towards
sustainable practices, faces a power imbalance as their decision-making is constrained by the sponsor's
priorities. Additionally, the dynamics between the team and the end users, who do not directly interact
with the product, create a disconnect in priorities and perspectives, with the end users likely more focused
on the final product's performance and cost rather than its environmental impact.

The power dynamics are further complicated by the educational context of the project, as the University
of Michigan sets certain academic standards and expectations. The ME 450 Instructional team also
influenced the project's scope and depth, potentially diverging from the sponsor's commercial objectives.
The team's challenge lies in balancing the needs and wants from the different stakeholders in their
respective positions of power. This was done so by consistently communicating with all stakeholders and
understanding their perspectives on certain decisions before taking action. Emphasizing balancing the
sponsor's focus on cost, the team’s own ethical considerations, and the academic requirements set by the
university.

Cultural, privilege, and identity differences within the team and between the team and the sponsor add
another layer to these dynamics. These differences led to varied approaches to problem-solving and
decision-making, influencing how the team prioritizes and integrates different viewpoints. However, the
team's capacity to fully incorporate these diverse perspectives into the final design is limited by the
influence of the sponsor, highlighting the often-complicated nature of power relations in collaborative
projects where multiple stakeholders with differing priorities and levels of influence are involved.

Ethics
Ethics were thoroughly discussed throughout the Design Context section. To quickly summarize, the team
faced ethical dilemmas in finding capable materials that are sourced ethically and capable of meeting the
requirements and specifications. To manage this, the team proceeded to evaluate all of the best alternative
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materials whilst simultaneously keeping record of their environmental impacts and sources methods to
hand over to Stoneridge to evaluate. After thorough research, the team found several polymer alternatives
that met the criteria, achieving a positive shift in ethical sourcing given the differences in metal and
plastic sourcing as seen in the material selection pugh charts in Appendix E. Note that several of the
materials use various fillings, which have additional ethical considerations. For example, glass fibers or
glass fillings are lab-made, but because they are sourced from sand, they are highly sustainable [109].
Carbon fiber fillings are also lab-made and have long lifetimes, but their creation is highly energy
intensive and there is no simple recycling method [117]. Alternatively, mineral fillings, such as mica or
calcium carbonate, are mined or found in quarries throughout various regions of the world [114, 115,
116]. The use of this information in relation to material sourcing will be left to the discretion of
Stoneridge.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Stoneridge asked for a streamlined way to determine alternate materials for their parts. The team has
outlined a method that can work well for any alternate material selection application. The team
recommends that Stoneridge take this approach to apply in the future. The Granta Edupack tool is a
valuable starting place to search materials for certain applications. As outlined in our results, Ansys serves
as an important tool to check stresses and deformation to parts. However, the shock and vibration analysis
will need to be addressed by Stoneridge, as the team was unable to verify the results obtained from Ansys
due to time and resource constraints. The team still recommends Stoneridge use Ansys because it
provides a way to incorporate static loads with random vibration and shock test simulations. The results
and setup, including all applied load and constraints, should be verified by an FEA expert since there are
limited resources about Ansys simulation setups available online. Once completed, Stoneridge will have
one streamlined approach to test for static load stresses, vibrations loads, and shock loads.

Important system-level recommendations include doing a thorough cost analysis using quotes from
manufacturers to confirm unit costs for each part with material changes. This should include determining
accurate values for tooling/labor/overhead for each proposed material. Another important consideration
will be the sourcing of each material to be sustainable and ethical when choosing an alternate material.
The sourcing of each material is provided in the final pugh charts for each part in Appendix E for
Stoneridge to reference. All validation tests described in the Verification and Validation section of the
report should be completed after selecting a material to ensure the part performs as expected. Refer to
Appendix K for a thorough risk analysis (FMEA) related to the manufacturing processes for plastics and
metals, as well as specific risks associated with the planet carrier, magnet older, and ring gear.
Recommendations to address each risk are also provided in the FMEA tables.

CONCLUSION

The team focused on reducing the cost and weight of the SmartBar Actuator, both by proposing new
materials for the magnet holder, planet carrier, and ring gear, as well as by topology optimization. The top
stakeholder requirements, which have been translated into quantifiable engineering specifications, include
ensuring a minimum lifetime, withstanding specified loads, not deforming, remaining within the
packaging envelope, being capable of tight manufacturing tolerances, and reducing cost and weight. The
design context also heavily relies on ethical material selection due to the social and societal implications
and end-of-life disposal options. Concept generation and selection were done for both the first iteration
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material selection process and potential design improvement. Deliverables included material
recommendations, topology optimizations, performance analyses, and cost evaluations.

The top five material recommendations for each component, from least to most expensive, are listed in
the Engineering Analysis section. These were chosen using the Granta EduPack material database in
conjunction with extensive verification done by hand and with FEA. The main challenges were forming a
new knowledge base in FEA, creating accurate FEMs, and estimating costs. The team conducted and
recommended for Stoneridge various validations in order to ensure that the material selections were based
on solid conclusions from the simulations.
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APPENDIX A

Individual Concept Generation
The concept generation used by the team. It shows each member’s individual contributions that were then
all combined for concept selection and further generation processes.
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APPENDIX B

Sensor Selection Pugh Chart Concepts
Table with the details of each sensor analyzed in the pugh chart, including an image and short description.

Concept Image Description

Hall Sensor
(current design) [92]

The Hall-Effect sensor is sensitive to
magnets. The output state is held until a
magnetic flux density reversal falls
below Brp causing it to be turned off.
[92]

Motor with Encoder
[93]

A motor encoder is a rotary encoder
mounted to an electric motor that
provides closed-loop feedback signals
by tracking a motor shaft's speed and/or
position. Various motor encoder
configurations are available such as
incremental or absolute, optical or
magnetic, and shafted or hub/hollow
shaft, among others. The type of motor
encoder used depends upon many
factors, particularly motor type, the
application requiring closed-loop
feedback, and the mounting
configuration required. [93]

Proximity Sensor for
drive nut [80]

"Proximity Sensor" includes all sensors
that perform non-contact detection in
comparison to sensors, such as limit
switches, that detect objects by
physically contacting them. Proximity
Sensors convert information on the
movement or presence of an object into
an electrical signal. [95]
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Limit Switch [81] A limit switch is an electromechanical
device operated by a physical force
applied to it by an object. Limit
switches are used to detect the presence
or absence of an object. These switches
were originally used to define the limit
of travel of an object, and as a result,
they were named Limit Switch. [94]

String Potentiometer
[82]

A String potentiometer can be used to
measure steering angle or linear travel.
Features a 500mm travel using a
stainless steel cable, and a M8 3P
analog signal connector that easily
connects to our plug and play harness
system [82]

Pressure Sensor [91] Pressure sensors are extremely useful
devices that measure the physical
pressure of gasses or liquids via a
sensor and output signal. Pressure is
defined as the force required to stop a
fluid from expanding, typically
displayed as force per unit area. [91]
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APPENDIX C

Benchmarked Materials
Some of the benchmarked materials that were found prior to the team’s discovery of Granta EduPack’s
large material database and filtering system.
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Materials 41xx Steel – Chromoly
Steel Grade 303 Stainless Steel Grade 300 Cast Iron, Gray

Cost $4.63E-3 /cm³ $49.77E-3 /cm³ $3.46E-3 /cm³

Density 7.85 g/cm³ 7.90 g/cm³ 7.20 g/cm³

Stable
Temperature
Range

N/A* N/A* to 870℃ N/A*

Melting
Temperature 1427℃ 1375℃ 1250℃

Common
Manufacturing
Methods

Machining, Sheet Metal
Fabrication, Drawing

Machining (machine
only with tools dedicated

to stainless steel
materials), Hot Working

Sand Casting, Centrifugal
Casting, Machining

Yield Strength 500 MPa 135 MPa 300 MPa

Ultimate Tensile
Strength 700 MPa 625 MPa 295 MPa

Brinell Hardness 93 BHN 230 BHN 240 BHN

Coefficient of
thermal
expansion

1.30E-5 1/°C 1.65E-5 1/°C 1.20E-5 1/°C

Raw Material
Source

Chromium, Molybdenum,
Carbon, Manganese,

Silicon, found in mines. []

Mainly iron but some
chromium. Releases

large scale of iron ore
tailings as result of

refinement. Stainless
steel is recyclable. []

Product of melting iron ore in
a blast furnace. Releases large

scale of iron ore tailings as
result of refinement. []



APPENDIX D

Random Vibration Data Provided by Stoneridge
The data used for the Random Vibration stress analysis in Ansys. Results are provided in the Pugh Chart
for each part.

Shock Data Provided by Stoneridge
The data used for the Shock simulation analysis in Ansys.
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APPENDIX E

Material Selection Pugh Charts
The exhaustive list of all of the materials and how they perform according to the pugh chart criteria and
the weights assigned.

Ring Gear Pugh Charts Cont.
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Magnet Holder Pugh Charts
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Magnet Holder Pugh Charts Cont.
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Magnet Holder Pugh Charts Cont.
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Planet Carrier Pugh Charts
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Planet Carrier Pugh Charts Cont.
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Planet Carrier Pugh Charts Cont.
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Planet Carrier Pugh Charts Cont.
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Planet Carrier Pugh Charts Cont.
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APPENDIX F

First Principle Analysis - Matlab Code
The code to verify and streamline the first principle analyses in which the applied loads were found. The
resultant outputs were inputted into the FEA model.
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APPENDIX G

Convergence Testing for Mesh Size
The actual values and results confirming the conclusions of the convergence testing. Highlighted in green
is the selected mesh size.
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APPENDIX H

First Principles - Thermal Analysis - Finding CTE Values
The tolerances allowable for each type of interference, and the hand calculations that verify the resulting
CTE range of each part.

Part Interactions Interference Type Tolerance (mm)

Drive Screw and Magnet Holder Pressfit <= - 0.0508

Drive Screw and Planet Carrier Slipfit >= 0.0254

Axles and Planet Carrier Pressfit <= - 0.0432

Planet Gears and Ring Gear Gear Mesh 0*

*Refer to the body section for explanation for this tolerance value.

All interference values were determined using the Machinery’s Handbook [101].
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First Principles - Thermal Analysis - CTE Validation
MATLAB code for validation of the CTE calculations. All materials passed the tolerances specified by
the Machinery’s Handbook.
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First Principles - Thermal Analysis for Stress
MATLAB code for thermal stress for the magnet holder and drive screw interactions and for the axle and
planet carrier interactions.
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Ring Gear - Thermal Stress Analysis

MATLAB code for the bending stress on the ring gear teeth.
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APPENDIX I

Ring Gear Force Angle Derivation
This diagram shows the angles of the forces that the planet gear axles enact on the planet carrier. This was
done using the fact that the gears were evenly dispersed along the diameter. Simple trigonometric
relationships were defined below.
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APPENDIX J

Cost Analysis Spreadsheets
This cost analysis was an extrapolated cost from Stoneridge and from the Granta EduPack. Stoneridge
provided a unit cost for each of the three parts, and this was compared to the pricing of Zinc-Zamak 5 in
the Granta Edupack. Based on this, the team was able to find the percentage of the unit cost that was
based on the raw materials and extrapolate this through each of the materials to find the unit cost and
tooling, labor, and overhead (TLO) cost.
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APPENDIX K

FMEAs for the Three Components and Two Manufacturing Methods
Tables for the associated failure modes of each of the three components as well as both pressure die
casting and injection molding.

Magnet Holder FMEA
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Planet Carrier FMEA
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Pressure Die Casting FMEA

Injection Molding FMEA
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